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Abstract 
This thesis analyses the Sobolev spaces on a Lie group G. These spaces are 
the direct analogue of the Sobolev spaces wp;m(Rd ) on Rd and arise from the 
representation of G by left and right translations on its Lp- spaces. However 
the situation is more complicated on G than on Rd since there are four types of 
Sobolev space on G because of non-commutativity. These spaces are denoted by 
Lp;m, Lp;m, Lp;m and Lp;m. 
The first chapter presents notation and some basic results that are used later 
in the thesis. 
The second chapter inves tigates the embedding properties of the Sobolev 
spaces. For the spaces Lp;m and Lp;m the Sobolev embedding theorems carry 
over from Rd but for Lp;m and Lp;m they do not in general. This chapter also 
investigates the compactness of the embedding Ljj;m~Lq etc. when it exists. 
In Chapter 4 the Sobolev spaces in the Lp representation are characterised in 
terms of the Laplacian on G. This result is already known in a particularly strong 
form on Rd. A similarly strong characterisation is established in Chapter 4 for 
compact Lie groups, but for general Lie groups a weaker form is proved. Much 
of the work in this chapter is that of Professor D.W. Robinson. 
The results of Chapter 4 require that certain singular integral operators are 
bounded on the Lp-spaces of G. Chapter 3 es tablishes the boundedness of these 
operators. It relies heavily on the local equivalence of G and Rd and uses the 
methods established to treat similar types of singular integral operators on Rd. 
The final chapter discusses some possibilities for further work related to the 
topic of the thesis . 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this chapter I will introduce various pieces of notation and present some results 
which will be used in later chapters. 
1.1 General notation 
If M is a manifold and k E IN U {oo} , then Ck(M) will denote the set offunctions 
on M which have continuous derivatives up to and including order k. The set 
of functions in Ck(M) which have compact support will be denoted by C~(M). 
The set of continuous functions vanishing at infinity will be denoted by Co(M). 
If /L is a measure on M and p E [1,00], Lp(M, d/L) will denote the Lp-spaces on 
M with respect to /L. If </J is a function on M, the integral of </> with respect to 
/L will be represented by J d/L </J or J d/L( x) </J( x). The measure of a set S with 
respect to /L will be represented by Js d/L, J{x:xES} d/L, or J d/L {x : xES}. 
The weak Lp-spaces L~(M, d/L) will now be defined. Firstly, if </> IS a 
/L-measurable function on M the distribution function >.'" : R+ -+ R of </> is 
defined by 
>.",(t) = J d/L{x EM: \</>(x)\ > t} 
Then the weak Lp-space L;(M, d/L) is defined by 
L~(M, dlt) = {</>: sup (tP >.",(t)) < oo} 
o<t<oo 
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with the quasi-norm 11.11; defined by 
114>11; = sup (tP ).4>( t) )1/P 
O<t<oo 
(see [BuB] §3.3 ). 
The symbols e, e' , e" etc. will denote general constants , the value of which 
may change from line to line. Specific constants will be indicated by subscripts , 
Euclidean space of d dimensions will be denoted by Rd. The i-th partial 
derivative a/aXi will be denoted by ai. If a = (al , ... ,ad) is a multi-index con-
sisting of non-negative integers , the modulus lal of a is defined by 
d 
lal = Lai . 
i=1 
If 4> is a function on Rd then aa:4> = (TIt=1 afi)</>. Left- and right- invariant Haar 
measure on Rd are given by Lebesgue measure dx. The Euclidean norm on Rd will 
be denoted by 11.11 and Nr (x) will denote the ball of radius r centred at x E Rd. 
The ball of radius r centred at 0 will be denoted by Nr • 
1.2 Lie group notation 
Throughout , a general Lie group will be denoted by G and its dimension by 
d. Elements of G will usually be denoted by the letters 9 or h, and e will be 
the identity element of G. Left-invariant Haar measure on G will be denoted by 
dg, right-invariant Haar measure by dg, and the modular function by m . Thus, 
dg = dg m(g)-1 and the following relations hold; 
fa dg</>(gh) 
fa dg</>(g-l) 
m(hrl fa dg</>(g) 
= fa dg </> (g) . 
The following abbreviations for the Lp-spaces on G will be used. 
The left convolution </> * 1/J of two functions </> and 1/J on G will be defined by 
</> * 'I/)(g) fa dh </>(h)1/J(h-1g) 
= fa dll, </>(h-1)1/J(hg) 
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The Lie algebra of G will be denoted by g . A basis aI , ... , ad for g will be fixed 
throughout this thesis. Multiplication of two elements a and bin g will be denoted 
by ( ad a)(b). Multiplication on g is determined by the structure constants Cijk 
(1 ~ i,j, k ~ d) which satisfy 
d 
(1.1 ) L: Cijkak for 1 ~ i, j ~ d. 
k=l 
If a E g, its image in G under the exponential map will be denoted by exp( a) 
or ea. T he expression e",·a for x = (Xl, ... , Xd) E Ad will be used as an abbrevi-
ation for exp(I:f=l Xiai) . Some properties of the exponential map are given in 
Theorem 1.5.1. The local inverse of exp will be denoted by log. 
A right-invariant Riemannian metric gp may be used to define a right-invariant 
distance don G in the following way. Let t ~ ,( t) (a ~ t ~ (3) be a curve segment 
in G. The arc length of, is defined by 
r(3 ( )1/ 2 Lb) = Jo: dt g-y(t) (7(t), -y(t)) 
where -y(t) is the derivative of , at t . If 9 and h are two elements of G then 
d(g , h) = inf-y Lb) where the infimum is taken over all curve segments joining p 
and q (see [Gar]). 
If, G is not connected and 9 and h are in d.ifferent components of G then 
d(g , h) = 00 . The corresponding metric space topology is equivalent to the topol-
ogy of G as a Lie group. A modulus may then be defined on G by Igl = d(g, e) 
for 9 E G. So Igl = 00 if 9 is not in the connected component of the identity. An 
open ball centred at 9 E G and of radius r with respect to the distance d will be 
denoted by Br (g), i.e. 
Br(g) = {h E G: d(g,h) < r} 
{hEG:lgh-ll<r} . 
If g, h E G, the right translate of Br(g) by h is defined by 
Br(g)h = {kh : k E Br(g)}. 
It satisfies 
Br(g)h = {k E G: d(kh-t, g) < r} 
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{k E G: d(k,gh) < r} 
Br(gh) 
Thus, Br(g)h is the open ball ofradius r centred at gh. The ball Br(e) centred 
at the identity will be denoted by Br. If rl , r2 > 0 then Brt Br2 = Brt +r2 . In 
addition (Br )-1 = Br since Igl = Ig-11 for all 9 E G. 
1.3 General representations of G 
Let X be a Banach space with norm 11.11 . For unbounded operators A on X, 
D(A) will represent the domain of A. If A and B are two operators (bounded or 
unbounded) on X the commutator of A and B will be defined by 
( ad A)(B) = AB - BA 
with 
D (( ad A)(B)) = {x E D(B) : Bx E D(A)} n {x E D(A) : Ax E D(B)}. 
The notation [A, B] will sometimes bp. used place of ( ad A)(B) . 
Let U be a strongly, or weakly * continuous representation of G on L(X), 
the bounded linear operators on X. Each a E g defines a I-parameter group 
t E R --+ U(e- ta ) in L(X). If dU(a) is the generator of the group U(e- ta ), then 
the map 
dU : a E g --+ dU ( a ) 
is a representation of g in the unbounded operators on X with multiplication of 
operators being given by ad. For convenience the operator dU(ai) will be denoted 
in this section by A; for 1 :S i :S d. 
If 7r = (7r1 ' ... , 7rn ) is an ordered collection of numbers with each 7ri E {I, ... , d} 
then n will be called the modulus of 7r . The modulus of 7r will also be written 17r1. 
The symbol A1r will then represent the operator A1rtA1r2 ... A1rn. If 17r1 = 0 (i.e. 7r 
is an empty collection)' then A1r is defined to be I , the identity operator on X. 
The operator A1r is called a monomial of order 17r1 in the Ai. If A1rt and A1r2 are 
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two such monomials , (1.1) can be used to show that ( ad A7rl )(A7r2) is a sum of 
monomials of order::; 171"11 + 171"21- 1. For example, 
Ai(AjAk - AkAj) + (A;Ak - AkAi)Aj 
Ai( ad Aj)(Ak) + ( ad Ai)(Ak)Aj . 
The representation of G on L(X) gives rise to a scale of subspaces {Xm}:=o 
of X. The space Xm is called the em-subspace of X with respect to the repre-
sentation U and is defined by 
Xm = n V(A7r) 
{7r : I7rI~m} 
where the intersection is taken over the domains of all monomials of order::; m 
in the operators Ai. A norm II· 11m can be defined on Xm by 
Ilxllm = L IIA7rx ll 
{7r:I7rI~m} 
for x E X m. Since the operators Ai are closed on X the subspaces Xm are 
Banach spaces with respect to the norm 11 .llm. In addition the C oo -space, X oo , 
of the representation will be defined by 
The space X oo becomes a Frechet space when given the topology determined 
by the set of norms {11. lln : n ~ I} . It is norm dense in X if U is strongly 
continuous and weak* dense if U is weakly* continuous. Further information 
may be found in [Rob2J . The spaces {Xn : n E IN}, together with the norms 
{II · lin : n E IN}, comprise the differential structure of the representation U. (The 
use of the term 'differential structure' here to describe a representation is different 
from the standard use of the term in which it refers to a manifold.) 
1.4 Representations of G on Lp and Lp 
This thesis will be concerned with the representations of G by left and right 
translation on its Lp- spaces. Four separate representations occur in this way. 
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(i) Left translation on Lp will be denoted by L. So, 
(L(g)<jJ)(h) = <jJ(g-lh) for <jJ E Lp and g, hE G. 
(ii) Left translation on Lp will be denoted by 1. So, 
(L(g)<jJ)(h) = <jJ(g-lh) for <jJ E Lp and g, hE G. 
(iii) Right translation on Lp will be denoted by R. So, 
(R(g)<jJ)(h) = <jJ(hg) for <jJ E Lp and g, hE G. 
(iv) Right translation on Lp will be denoted by R. So, 
(R(g)<jJ)(h) = ¢(hg) for ¢ E Lp and g, hE G. 
If 9 E G, L(g) and R(g) are isometries on Lp and Lp respectively. However, 
IIL(g)¢llp 
IIR(g)¢llp 
m(g)-l/PII¢llp for all ¢ E Lp , 9 E G 
m(g)-l/PII¢llp for all ¢ E Lp , 9 E G 
Each representation gives rise to a set of em-spaces as described in sec-
tion 1.3. The notation for these spaces is as follows: 
(i) The generators ofthe I-parameter groups t --7 L(e- ta;) on Lp will be denoted 
by Ai, i = 1, ... , d. The corresponding em-spaces will be denoted by Lp;m 
and the em-norm will be denoted by 11 . llp;m for m E 1N U {oo}. 
(ii) The generators of the I-parameter groups t --7 L( e-ta;) on Lp will be denoted 
by Ai, i = 1, .. . , d. The corresponding em-spaces will be denoted by Lp;m 
and the em-norm will be denoted by 11.llp;m for m E 1N U {oo}. 
(iii) The generators of the I-parameter groups t --7 R(e- ta;) on Lp will be de-
noted by Bi , i = 1, ... , d. The corresponding em-spaces will be denoted 
by Lp;i;" and the em-norm will be denoted by 11.llp;m for m E 1N U {oo}. 
(iv) The generators of the I-parameter groups t --7 R(e- ta;) on Lp will be de-
noted by Bi , i = 1, ... , d. The corresponding em-spaces will be denoted 
by Lp;m and the em-norm will be denoted by 11.llp;m for m E 1N U {oo}. 
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The em-spaces above are the Lie group analogue of the Sobolev spaces 
wp;m(Rd ) which may be defined as the completion of the set 
under the norm 
114>llwp ;m = L Ilaa4>llp 
lal~m 
For when G = Rd, 
When G is unimodular L p = Lp and therefore Lp;m = Lp;m for each m E IN. 
For each 9 E G there is a diffeomorphic automorphism <I>(g) of G defined by 
<I>(g)(h) g-lhg. If g is identified with the tangent space Te(G) and 
Ad (g) d<I> (g)e is the differential of the map <I> (g) at e E G then Ad (g) 
is an automorphism of g . Then , 
exp( Ad (g)(a)) = g-l exp(a)g. 
for every 9 E G and a E g. 
Therefore, 
d 
(1.2) A. L CXij(g-l )Bj j=l 
d 
(1.3) Ai L 1 A Ctij(g- )Bj j=l 
where the functions Ctij satisfy 
d 
Ad (g)(ai) = LCtij (g)aj 
j=l 
on g. The functions Ctij are in eoo (G) and therefore if G is compact the functions 
Ctij and all their derivatives are uniformly bounded on G. Hence if G is compact 
Lp;m = LP;ffl for all m E IN and p E [1 , 00] . 
When 4> E e~ (G) say, 
A.4>(g) 
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for almost every 9 E G. It is therefore natural to use the symbol A; to also 
represent the right-invariant vector field which maps 
Similarly, the symbol Bi will also represent the left-invariant vector field which 
maps 
¢ E Coo(G) ~ ~l ¢(ge- tai ) . dt =0 
The set {A;}f=1 evaluated at 9 E G spans the tangent space Tg( G) of G at 
the point g. The set {Bi }f=l evaluated at 9 E G also spans the tangent space of 
Gat g. 
1.5 Sobolev spaces Lp;m(D.) etc. 
In Rd the Sobolev spaces wp;m(s) are defined for open subsets S of Rd. The 
spaces Lp;m(O) (and Lp;m(O) etc.) may be similarly defined for open subsets 0 
of a general Lie group G. 
The Sobolev spaces Lp;m(O) are constructed by first defining the norms 11·llp;o: 
1I¢lIp;o 
1I¢1I00;0 
(Io dgl¢(g)IP)l/p 
sUPgEo(I¢(g)l) 
for 1:::; p < 00 
Then, if m E IN, the functional 1I.lIp;m;o is defined on cm( 0) by 
1I¢lIp;m;O = I: IIA7r¢lIp;o 
{7r : I7rI~m} 
where the sum is taken over all monomials in the operators Ai of order:::; m 
and Ad is defined pointwise. So, 1I.lIp;o;o = 1I.lIp;o on Cm(O). The Sobolev space 
Lp;m(O) is defined as the completion of the set 
{¢ E Cm(O) : 1I¢lIp;m;o < oo} 
in the norm 1I.lIp;m;o. The functionals 1I·lIp;m;o, 1I·lIp;m;o, and 1I.lIp;m;o and the corre-
sponding Sobolev spaces Lp;m(O), Lp;m(O), and Lp;m(O) may be defined similarly. 
If 0 is precompact in G, equations (1.2), (1.3) and theorem 1.5.1(b) below imply 
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that the four spaces Lp;m(O), Lp;m(O), Lp;m(O), and Lp;m(O) are equal and have 
equivalent norms. 
In the special case that G wp;m(o) for all m E IN and 
P E [1,00]. 
In general, if 0 is a small enough set there is a canonical isomorphism of 
Lp;m(O) onto wp;m(s) for an appropriate open set S ~ Rd. The following theorem 
will be needed to prove this result. 
Theorem 1.5.1 (Local equivalence of G and Rd ) Let exp : g -4 G denote the 
exponential map and identify g with Rd. There is a bounded neighbourhood N of 
o in Rd such that 
(a) exp: N -4 exp(N) is a diffeomorphism. 
(b) The measures dx, dg 0 exp, and dg 0 exp are equivalent on N. In fact, there 
are functions <PI , <P2 : Rd -4 R and constants CI, C2 > 0 such that <PI and <P2 
are smooth on N , 0 < CI ~ <Pi(X) ~ C2 for all x E Nand i = 1, 2 and 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
for'I/J E LI(exp(N),dg) = LI(exp(N),dg). 
( c) There are constants C3, C4 > 0 such that 
(1.6) 
for all x, yEN. 
Proof The proof of (a) and (b) will be omitted since the results are standard. 
For part (c) it is known that there is a neighbourhood N of 0 in Rd and a 
constant C > 0 such that 
(1. 7) 
for all x in a small neighbourhood of 0 (see [Hel] lemma 9.3 for example). 
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It is necessary to introduce some notation. If x E Rd , then Xi is the i-th 
coordinate of x. If a = (al ' ... , ad) with each ai a non-negative integer, then 
x
a 
= rrf=l xf; and lal = L,f=l ai· 
The inverse of the exponential map is denoted by log. It is defined and analytic 
in a neighbourhood of e E G. If N is a small enough neighbourhood of 0 E Rd 
the function X : N x N ---+ Rd defined by X(x, y) = log(e", ·aey·a) is analytic. If the 
function u is defined by u(u,v) = X(u,v - u), then X(x,y) = u(x ,x + y) and it 
can be seen that there is a Taylor series expansion for the i-th coordinate Xi of X 
of the form 
(1.8) Xi(X, y) = Xi + Yi + L: C~(X)(X + y)" 
{a : lal~l} 
Since X(O, y) = y it follows that c~(O) = 0 for all a and i. The analyticity of 
X implies that for small values of X there is a bound on the coefficient functions 
c~ of the form jc~(x)1 :::; Mr-1al where M and r are constants independent of p, 
a, and small x. 
For convenience the it -norm, 11.11/1, on Rd will be used here instead of the 
Euclidean norm. This norm is defined by Ilxll/l = L,f=l IXil and satisfies 
d d 
Ixal = II IXila; :::; II Ilxll~; = Ilxlll~' 
i=l i=l 
for x E Rd and a E INd . The two norms are equivalent so if (1.6) is proved for 
11.1111' it also holds for III Now, 
If c; > 0, then Ic~ (x)l:::; c; for lal = 1, i = 1, .. . , d, and for x small enough. 
Therefore if x is small enough 
L: jc~( x )ll(x + Y),,1 
{;= I, ... ,d} 
{a : lal ~ l} 
< Ilx + yli/l ({;=E'd} Ic~(x)1 
{a: lal=l} 
+ {;=E ,d} Ic~(x)lllx + YIII~'-l) 
{a:lal>l} 
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< Ilx + ylill (d2 C + {i=E.d} ;lllx + Ylll~l-l) 
{a::1a:1>1} 
< Ilx + ylill (d2c + dE ~ dkllx + yI171- 1) 
Ilx + ylill (d2 c + M £i3 11 : 2+ ylill E :: Ilx + y1171) . 
So if c is chosen small enough and x and yare restricted to a small neigh-
bourhood of 0 in Rd , then 
'L Ic~(x)ll(x + y)a:1 < 1/211x + ylill . 
{i=l •. .. • d} 
{a: : 1a:1~1} 
So 
for x and y small. This , together with (1.7) gives the lower bounds of part (c). 
The upper bounds follow from (1.7) and (1.8). • 
Remark 1.5.2 The proof above shows that lim""y-+o Ilx + yll/le"'eYI = 1. A dif-
ferent proof of statement (c) is given in [Hel] (Prop. 9.10 of Chapter 1). 
Theorem 1.5.3 If r > 0 is small enough, the map 
4> --+ 4> 0 exp = ~ 
which takes a function 4> on Br and produces a function ~ on log (Br) ~ g ~ Rd 
is an isomorphism of Lp;m (Br) onto wp;m(log Br) for all mE IN and p E [1,00]. 
Proof Choose r > 0 small enough that the closed set 10g(Br ) is contained in 
the neighbourhood N of Theorem 1.5.1. The right-invariant vector fields {A}f=l 
form a basis for Tg( G) for each 9 E G. The functionals 
are in T
e
", .• (G) . Therefore, th re are functions aij E Coo (exp( N)) for 1 ~ i, j ~ d 
such that 
(1.9) a -OXi 4>( x) 
d 
= 'L aij(e",·G) (A j 4>)(e",·G) 
j=l 
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for </> E C 1(Br ), x E Nand i = 1, ... ,d. Theorem 1.5.1 (b) implies that for each 
p E [1,00] there is a constant cp > 0 such that 
(1.10) 
for </> E Lp(Br, dg) (where the norms 11.IIP;Br etc. were defined on page 8). 
Since the functions aij and their left derivatives Akaij are bounded on Br , 
(1.9) and (1.10) imply that for each p E [1 , 00] and m E IN there is a constant 
Cp,m > 0 such that 
(1.11) 
for </> E Cm(Br). By density (1.11) also holds for </> E Lp;m (Br). 
Conversely, the functionals 
are in Tlog(g) (N) for each 9 E Br and i = 1, ... , d and the vector fields {a~)t=l are 
a basis for Tlog g(log(Br)). Hence there are functions bij E COO(log(Br)) such that 
(1.12) 
for </> E C1 (exp(N)). 
Now the above argument may be repeated to show that for each p E [1 , 00] 
and m E IN there is a constant c~,m > 0 such that 
Remark 1.5.4 The same argument shows that the map </> --t ~ is an isomor-
phism of each of the spaces Lp;m (B,.), Lp;m. (Br), and Lp;m. (Br) onto wp;m(log Br) 
for small T. 
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Chapter 2 
Sobolev embedding theorems 
This chapter extends the Sobolev embedding theorems to Lie groups. It also 
discusses compactness of the embeddings. 
2.1 Introduction 
The Sobolev embedding theorem is a classical result on Rd , being first proved by 
Sobolev [Sob] in 1938. The situation on a general Lie group is more complicated 
because of non-commutativity. Here left and right differentiation are distinct and 
there are two sets of Lp- spaces to consider, one coming from left Haar measure 
the other from right Haar measure. 
If X and Yare two normed spaces of functions with norms 11·llx and 11·lly 
respectively, then I will use the notation X -S Y to mean X C Y and 
114>lly ~ cll4>llx 
for all 4> E X and some constant c > 0 (i.e. X is continuously embedded in Y). 
In general it seems that embed dings of the form Lp;m -S Lq or Lp;m -S Lq 
carryover from Rd, but embeddings of the form Lp;m -S Lq or Lp;m -S Lq fail to 
exist . This chapter provides answers to two types of questions. Firstly, for what 
values of p , q, and m do the embeddings Lp;m-SLq exist? Secondly, for what 
values of p , q, and m is the embedding Lp;m-SLq compact, assuming it exists? 
Most of the results can be summarised in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. 
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1\ 
RANGE OF p, q, m EXISTS? COMPACT? 
l::;q<p::;oo yes ? 
mElN Theorem 2.2.1 
dim> 1, 1 < p < dim , yes yes 
p ::; q ::; pdl(d - pm) Theorem 2.2.3 Theorem 2.3.3 
dim> 1, 1 ::; p < dim, no 
q > pdl(d - pm) Example 2.2.9 
p = dim, 1 ::; q < p yes yes 
Remark 2.2.7 Theorem 2.3.3 
p=dlm, p::;q<oo yes yes 
Theorem 2.2.3 Theorem 2.3.3 
Table 2.1: Existence and compactness of the embedding Lp;m~Lq for compact 
groups . 
It can be seen that an embedding of the form Lp;m~Lq implies an embedding 
Lp;m+j ~ Lq;j for all j E IN. Therefore, the latter embeddings will not be 
mentioned again. 
If the function J is defined by J(g) = ¢>(g-l) for functions ¢> on G, then the 
map ¢> --t J is an isometric isomorphism from Lp to Lp and from Lp to Lp for all 
p E [1,00]. Define the map H : Lp --t Lp by 
Then, if ¢> E Lp 
and 
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RANGE OF p, q, m EXISTS? COMPACT? 
1:Sq<p:S00 no 
mEIN Theorem 2.2.1 
dim> 1,1 < p < dim , yes no 
p :S q :S pdl(d - pm) Theorem 2.2.3 Theorem 2.3.1 
dim> 1, 1 :S p < dim, no 
q > pdl(d - pm) Example 2.2.9 
p = dim , 1 :S q < p no 
Theorem 2.3.3 
p = dlm,p :S q < 00 yes no 
Theorem 2.2.3 Theorem 2.3.1 
Table 2.2: Existence and compactness of the embedding Lp;m~Lq for non-
compact groups. 
Hence, if 4> E Lp 
and 
for all i. 
11M>llp 
II Ai4>lIp 
IIR4>lIp 
II Bi<P lip 
Thus H is an isometric isomorphism from Lp;m onto Lp;m and from Lp;m onto 
Lp;m for any p E [1 ,00] and m E IN. It follows that Lp;m ~ Lq if and only 
if Lp;m ~ Lq and that Lp;m ~ Lq if and only if Lp;m~Lq. In addition the 
compactness of one embedding implies that of the other in both cases. It is 
unnecessary then to mention embeddings of the form Lp;m ~ Lq or Lp;m ~ Lq. 
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2.2 Embedding theorems 
Theorems regarding the existence of the embeddings are presented in this section. 
Theorem 2.2.1 Suppose Lp;m~Lq for some 1 ::; q < p ::; 00 and mE IN . Then 
G is compact. Conversely! if G is compact then Lp;m ~ Lq for alII::; q ::; p ::; 00 
and mE IN. 
Remark 2.2.2 As with many of the results in this section the proof involves a 
simple adaptation of an argument used on Rd. In this case the argument can be 
found in Theorem 6.38 of [Ada]. 
Proof Suppose 1 ::; q < p ::; 00 and that G is not compact. Then for any r > 0 
there is a sequence of balls {Brtj}~l in G such that B2rti n B2rtj = 0 for i =1= j . 
For each j E IN choose a function <Pj E C~(B2rtj) satisfying: 
(i) l<pj(g)1 ::; 1 for all 9 E G 
(iii) IA?I'<pj(g) I ::; M for all 9 E G and 0 ::; 171'1 ::; m 
where M is independent of j. Such a set offunctions exists since, after <PI has been 
chosen, <Pj may be defined by right translation i.e. <Pj (g) = <PI (gr;ltl ). Then (i) 
and (ii) are obviously satisfied and (iii) is satisfied since A7f<pj(g) = A7f<pI(gt;ltd. 
If p < 00, define the function 1/; by 1/;(g) = L:k:l L:~:~~-='~ 2-k / Pk- 2/ P<pj(g). 
Then, because ofthe disjointness of the supports of {<Pj}~l and property (iii) , 
IIA?I'1/;II~ < f T k k- 2 (2k MP ~? dg) < 00 
k=l .r 
II1/; II~ 2:: f 2- kq / p k- 2q/ P(2 k ~ dfJ) 
k=l r 
co 
C 2: 2(I-q/p)kk- 2q / p 
k=l 
which is not finite since 1 - q/p > O. Therefore 1/; f/. L q • 
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If p = 00 define'IjJ by 'IjJ(g) = SUPj </Jj(g). Then (i) and (iii) imply 'IjJ E Loo;m 
but 11'ljJ11~ ~ 2::~1 fBrtj dg which is not finite. 
Conversely if G is compact and 1 ~ q ~ p < 00 , then Lp ~ Lq. So 
Lp;m ~ Lp ~ Lq and the embedding exists. _ 
Theorem 2.2.3 If dim> 1,1 < p < dim and p ~ q ~ pdl(d - pm) ) then 
Lp;m ~ Lq. If 1 < dim ~ p and p ~ q < 00 ) then Lp,m ~ Lq. 
Proof There are two key ideas in the proof. The first is a suitable expression for 
a function </J E C;:O (G) in terms of its left derivatives A7r</J. Formula (2.2) below 
provides this expression. It occurred in [ABR] and is related to an idea which 
Sobolev used in his proof of the embedding theorem in Rd. The second is a local 
version of the generalised Young inequality. This is Theorem 2.2.4 below. 
Choose 8 > 0 small enough that Ns ~ N where Ns is the ball of radius 
8 centred at 0 in Rd and N is the neighbourhood of Theorem 1.5.1. Ns of 0 
in Rd. Choose 'IjJ E C;:O(Rd) so that 'IjJ(O) = 1 and 'IjJ(t) = 0 for It I > 8. If 
</J E C;:O (G), hE G and B E Sd-1 = {B E Rd : IBI = I} , then 
(2.1) </J(h) = (_I)-m {s dr rm- 1 am ('IjJ(r)</J(e(r8) .ah)) Jo (m - I)! arm 
where here (rB).a = 2::1=1 rXi(B)ai. Formula (2.1) may be verified using inte-
gration by parts. Therefore, if dB is Lebesgue measure on Sd-1 and Wd-1 is the 
surface area of Sd-1 
</J(h) = (_I)m { dB {s drrm-1 am ('IjJ(r)</J(e(r8) .ah)) 
(m - 1)!Wd-1 JSd_ 1 Jo arm 
It follows that </J( h) is a sum of terms of the form 
(2.2) ( -1 )m { dB ( s dr rm- 1 B7r 'ljJU) (r)A 7r </J( e(r8).a h) (m - 1)!Wd-1 JSd _ 1 Jo 
where j E lN, 7r satisfies j + 17r1 = m and B7r = rr1=1 x7ri(B). Therefore, 
II</JII~ ~ 
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< c 2: 1 dh (/ dX4>2(x)IA1r4>(eX.ah)llxlm-d)q 
l""l~m G {x:lxl~o} 
< c 2: 1 dh (1 dfJ IA1r4>(9h)llglm-d)q 
11rI~m G {1J:IIJI~otl 
C 2: Ilx * IA1r4>III~ 
11rI~m 
where the function 4>2 is defined in Theorem 1.5.1, 51 > 0 is large enough that 
log BOl 2 No, and X is the function defined by 
for Igl :::; 51 and X(g) = 0 for Igl > 51. 
The following theorem, which is proved in [Robl]' is needed here. 
Theorem 2.2.4 Let p, q, r E (1,00) satisfy 1 + q-1 = r-1 + p-1 and let n be a 
bounded open subset of G. If X E L~(n, dg) and 4> E LpJ then X * 4> E Lq and 
Ilx * 4>llq :::; cq ,rIIXII~·II4>llp 
for some constant Cq,r ~ 1. • 
From Theorem 2.2.4 and the previous calculation it follows that 
114>llq:::; C 2: Ilxll~·IIA""4>llp 
17rI~m 
where rand q are chosen so that 1 + q-1 = r-1 + p-1 and X E L~(n , dg). The set 
n is taken to be {g : Igl < 51} here. Now X E L~(n , dg) when there is a constant 
C ~ 0 such that in dg{g : Iglm-d > t} :::; crr 
for all t > O. According to Theorem 1.5.1, which describes the local equivalence 
of measures and metrics, this is the case when (and only when) 
for all t > 0, where 52 > 0 is chosen so that exp(No2) 2 Bol . Now, 
J dx{x : Ixl :::; 52 and Ixlm - d > t} = 
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So X E L,:(n, dg) if and only if r :::; dj(d - m). Since q-l = r- l + p-l - 1 
and r > 1, X E L,:(n, dg) when 1 < p < djm and p < q :::; pdj(d - pm) or when 
1 < djm :::; p and p < q < 00. So, in the two cases of the theorem 
11¢llq < c 2: IIA1r ¢llp 
11rI::;m 
cll¢llp;m 
and the embedding Lp;m~Lq exists. • 
Remark 2.2.5 The proof above does not work when p = 1. Varopoulos proves 
in [Var] that Lp;i ~ Lq (and therefore that L p;l ~ Lq) for 1 :::; p :::; q :::; pdj(d-
p). From this an inductive argument establishes that Lp;m~Lq for 1 :::; p :::; 
q:::; pdj(d - pm). 
Remark 2.2.6 Theorem 2.2.3 with the added assumption that m ~ 2 is even is 
proved in [Rob1]. 
Remark 2.2.7 If G is compact, 1 :::; p < djm and 1 :::; q :::; pdj(d - pm) then 
the following set of embeddings exist: 
ee L Lp;m -t Lpd/(d-pm) -t q 
The first embedding follows from the above theorem and Remark 2.2.5 for the 
case p = 1 and the second uses the compactness of G. 
Example 2.2.8 The embedding Lp;m ~ L q for 1 :::; p and p < q does not exist 
in general as the following example from [ABRJ shows. 
Let G be the two-dimensional ax + b group . The group G can be represented 
as matrices of the form 
(a ,b) = (~ :) 
where a > 0 and bE R. So (a,b).(c,d) = (ac,ad+ b). Then dg = dadba- 2 and 
dg = da db a-l. The Lie algebra g of G consists of matrices of the form 
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for a, b E R and the exponential map is given by matrix exponentiation. The 
elements 
are a basis for g and 
( 
et 0) (1 t) 
exp(tal) = 0 1 ' exp(ta2) = 0 1 
So 
If p E (1, 00), and q E (p, 00) a function 'l/;q will be found such that 'l/;q E Lp;oo 
but'l/;q r:t Lq. Let 'l/;q,l E COO(R+) be a function such that 'l/;q ,l(a) = 0 for 0 < a < 1 
and 'l/;q,l(a) = a1 / q for a ~ 2. Further, let 'l/;q ,2 E C~(R) and define 'l/;q on G by 
'l/;q(a, b) = 'ljJq,l(a)'I/;q ,2(b). Then, 'l/;q E Lp since Ia>2 daa-2(a1/q)P < 00 for p < q. 
Similarly 'l/;q E Lp;m for all m E IN. However, Ia>2 daa- 2(a1 / q)q is not finite so 
'l/;q r:t Lq. 
Example 2.2.9 If 1 ~ p < djm and q > pdj(d - pm) embeddings of the form 
Lp;m .s Lq or Lp;m .s Lq never exist. Firstly, for r > 0 and any choice of p and q 
in the above range [Ada] gives the following example of a function on Rd which 
is in wp;m(Nr ) but not in Lq(Nr,dx). 
Let ,\ E R be any number such that (,\ - m)p + d > 0 and '\q + d < O. Since 
q > pdj(d - pm) such a ,\ exists . Let p = p(x) = Ilxll and define f by </>(x) = p>'. 
Then oa</>(x) = Pa(x)p>.-2a where Pa is a polynomial homogeneous of degree a 
in the components of x. Hence loa</>(x) I ~ cap>.-a for some constant Ca and if 
lal ~ m, IN
r 
dx loa</>( x) IP ~ C I; dp p(>'-Ial)p+d-l < 00 since (,\ - lal)p + d - 1 > 
(,\ - m)p + d - 1 > -1. Therefore </> E wp;m( Nr). However INr dx I</>( x) Iq 
cI; dpp>.q+d-l which is not finite since'\q + d -1 < -1. So </> r:t Lq(Nr,dx). 
Now let G be a Lie group. Since the spaces wp;m(Nr), Lp;m(exp(Nr)) and 
Lp;m(exp(Nr )) are equivalent for small r by Theorem 1.5.3, a function </> may be 
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constructed such that 
but 
It may be assumed that </> E C~( G\ {e}) with supp (</» C exp( Nr ) so that 
</> E Lp;m(G) n Lp;m(G) but </> rt Lq and </> rt Lq. 
When p > dim another form of embedding occurs. In Rd, WP;m -S Co when 
p> dim. There is a Lie group version of this result . It is proved in [ABR]. 
Theorem 2.2.10 Suppose p E [1,00). Then 
for p > dim .• 
It is not true in general that Lp;m -S Co(G) for p > dim and p E [1,00). 
Instead there is the following result which is also proved in [ABR]. 
Theorem 2.2.11 Suppose p E [1,00) and let m be the modular function on G. 
If C6P) (G) denotes the closure of C~( G) with respect to the norm 
!!</>!!~) = sup{!(m1/P</»(g)!} 
nEG 
then 
2.3 Compactness of embeddings. 
The Rellich-Kondrachov theorem provides conditions under which the embedding 
wp;m(n) -S Lq(n) is compact for sub domains n of Rd and suitable p, q, and m. A 
necessary condition is that n have finite volume. A similar condition is necessary 
in the Lie group setting. 
Theorem 2.3.1 If the embedding Lp;m-SLq exists and is compact for some 1 < 
p, q:::; oo} then G is compact. 
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Proof The proof here is adapted from that of Theorem 6.3.3 of [Ada]. 
Suppose G is not compact and r > O. As in Theorem 2.2.1 let {Brti}i~:l be 
an infinite sequence of balls in G such that B2rti n B2rtj = 0 for i =1= j and choose 
functions <Pj E C~(G) with supp (<pj) ~ B2rtj such that 
(i) I<pj(g) 1 :::; 1 for all 9 E G 
(ii) <pj(g) = 1 for 9 E Brtj 
(iii) IA11"<pj(g) 1 :::; M for all 9 E G and 0 :::; 171"1 :::; m 
where M is independent of j. Then 
Since the functions {<pj }~1 have disjoint supports the sequence {<pj }~1 cannot 
be precompact in Lq. However, 
L 1 dgIA11"<pj(g)IP 
O~I11"I~m B2rtj 
< cMP 1 2r dg 
for all j. Thus the sequence { <Pj }~l is bounded in Lp;m. Hence if Lp;m~Lq is a 
compact embedding G must be compact. _ 
Remark 2.3.2 The same proof shows that if the embedding Lp;m ..s Lq is com-
pact for some 1 :::; p, q :::; 00, then G is compact. 
Theorem 2.3.3 Let G be compact and dim> 1. Then the embedding Lp;m ..s Lq 
is compact for 1 :::; p < dim , 1 :::; q < pdl(d-pm) andforp = dim, 1 :::; q < 00. 
Proof If r > 0 is small enough the exponential map provides an isomorphism 
between wp;m(log Br) and Lp;m (Br) for all p, q, and m (see Theorem 1.5.3) . Thus 
the embedding wp;m(log Br) ..s Lq(log Br, dx) exists if and only if Lp;m(Br) ..s 
Lq(Br, dg) and the first embedding is compact if and only if the second is compact. 
If 1 :::; p < dim, 1 :::; q < pdl(d - pm) or p = dim, 1 :::; q < 00 the embedding 
wp;m (log Br) ..s Lq(log(Br) , dx) is compact (Theorem 6.2 I of [Ada]). Therefore 
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the embedding Lp;m(Br) ~ Lq(Br, dg) is also compact for these values of p and 
q. Since A1r commutes with right translations and the measure is translation 
invariant, the embedding Lp;m(Brg) ~ Lq(Brg , dg) is compact for any 9 E G 
and the same values of p, q, and m. 
Let {~j}f=1 be a bounded sequence in Lp;m. Cover G by balls {Brti}f:1 and let 
{<Pi}f:1 be an associated partition of unity. Then for each i = 1, ... , N the sequence 
{~j<Pi}f=1 is bounded in Lp;m(Brti). Therefore there is a subsequence {~~}f=1 such 
that for each i = 1, .. . , N the sequence {~~<Pi}f=1 converges in Lq(Brti). Then 
N 
II~j - ~~llq ::; L: II<pi~j - <pi~~llq ~ 0 
i=1 
as j , k ~ 00. It follows that the embedding Lp;m ~ Lq is compact. • 
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Chapter 3 
Singular integral operators. 
The material in this chapter is taken from the research report [BuR]. The first 
section provides a brief introduction to singular integral operators on Rd. The 
second section establishes the boundedness of certain singular integral operators 
on a Lie group. Although the Lie group result is weaker than the corresponding 
result on Ad, it is strong enough for the applications of the next chapter. 
3.1 Brief outline of singular integral operators 
on Ad. 
Singular integral operators S on Ad are convolution operators determined by a 
kernel K which has a singularity somewhere, usually at a point. Without loss of 
generality the singular point may be assumed to be the origin O. So, 
(3.1) (Sf)(x) = r dyK(y)f(x - y) . JRd 
The set of functions for which equation (3.1) makes sense depends on the prop-
erties of the kernel. For example, if K E L1 (Ad ), then the integral in (3.1) is 
finite almost everywhere for any fELl (Ad). The term singular integral operator 
also includes operators of the form (3.1) where the integral is evaluated using a 
limiting process , i.e. 
(3.2) (SJ)(x) lim r K(y)f(x - y) ~-o J{Y: IYI~~} 
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Singular integral operators occur naturally in a number of contexts in Rd. 
The standard example of such an operator is the Hilbert transform H defined for 
functions f on R by 
(3.3) (HJ)(x) = lim ~ r dyf( x - y) 
e ..... O 7r J{Y: IYI~e} y 
It is a classical result due to M. Riesz that H is bounded on Lp(R) for 1 < p < 00 . 
The usefulness of singular integral operators comes from their tendency to 
be bounded on Lp(Rd) for 1 < p < 00. They are not in general bounded on 
Ll(Rd) or Loo (Rd) . For example, the Hilbert transform is not bounded on Ll(R). 
The standard argument for proving that such operators S are bounded on the Lp 
spaces is as follows; 
(1) Prove S is bounded on L2 (R d ). 
(2) Prove S is bounded as an operator from Ll (Rd) to the weak Ll space L'{' (Rd), 
i.e. there is a constant c > 0 such that for any a > 0 and for any function 
f E L1(Rd) which is in the domain of S, 
J dx{x E Hd : I(Sf)(x)1 > a} ~ ~llflit. 
(3) Use Marcinkiewicz Interpolation to prove that S is bounded on Lp(Rd) for 
1 < p ~ 2. 
(4) Use the duality of the Lp spaces to prove that S is also bounded on Lq(Rd ) 
for 2 ~ q < 00. 
Besicovitch and Titchmarsh introduced techniques for establishing (2) when 
S is the Hilbert transform. Calderon and Zygmund extended these techniques 
to the d-dimensional case. The theory for singular integral operators given by 
convolution with kernels which have singularities at the origin and at infinity 
was developed by Calderon and Zygmund in [CaZ]. Stein gives some historical 
references in [Ste]. 
The above procedure is illustrated in the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 which is 
representative of the results in this area. 
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Theorem 3.1.1 Let K E L 2(Rd ) and suppose 
(a) The Fourier transform of K is essentially bounded 
IK(x)1 ::; B. 
(b) K is of class C 1 outside the origin and 
d 
L IOiK(X)1 ::; Bllxld+1. 
i=1 
(Sf)( x) = r dy K(x - y)f(y). JRd 
Then for each p E (1,00) there exists a constant Ap so that 
The operator S can thus be extended to all of Lp by continuity. The constant Ap 
depends only on p, B ) and the dimension d . In particular) it does not depend on 
the L2 norm of K . • 
Remark 3.1.2 The proof of Theorem 3.1.1 may be found in [Ste]. The assump-
tion that K E L 2 (R d ) is made in order that S may be defined on a dense set of 
functions in Lp (in this case L1 n Lp) . It may be replaced by other assumptions 
such as K E L1 + Lp . 
3.2 A singular integral on G 
Theorem 1.5.1 and equations (1.9) and (1.12) indicate that locally a Lie group G 
is identical to Rd in all things that matter. Hence, the t echniques of Theorem 3.1.1 
are sufficient to prove a similar result on G if G is compact say. If G is not 
compact, a way of controlling the behaviour of the kernel K at infinity must be 
found. The assumption that K has compact support suffices and , given that 
the techniques of Theorem 3.1.1 are to be used, may be the best that can be 
done. The assumptions of Corollary 3.2.10 are not much weaker than those of 
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Theorem 3.2.1 since, if 3 satisfies the conditions of Corollary 3.2.10, 3 can be 
written as the sum of two operators 31 and 32 where 31 satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 3.2.1 and 32 is bounded on Li and on L 2. A new approach which 
does not rely as heavily on the local equivalence of G and Rd seems to be needed 
to weaken these assumptions on K. The following theorem is motivated not by 
T heorem 3.1.1 but by the need to bound certain operators that arise when the em 
spaces of G are being characterised in terms of the Laplacian. These applications 
are given in the next chapter. 
T he following definition is necessary for the statement of the next theorem. 
If f is a function on G and I > 0 a new function fY is defined by 
(3.4) fY(g) = {fo(9) if If(g)1 > I 
if 1 f (g ) 1 5: J. 
The function f-r is defined by f-r = f - fY. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let 3 be a left-convolution operator from e~(G) into Li n L2 
with kernel K , i. e. 
(3 I) (g) = fa dh K(h) f(h- l g) 
Assume that 
1. 3 extends to a bounded operator from L2 to L 2, 
2. K has compact SUpp07't, is once pointwise differentiable on G\ { e }, and sat-
isfies bounds 
IK(g)1 5: c Igl-d I(Ai K)(g) 1 5: c Igl-d - l 
for all 9 E B l \{e} and i = 1, ... , d. 
It follows that there is a constant c' > 0 such that 
(3 .5) fa dfJ {g E G: 1(3 fY)(g) I > a} 5: a-I c'llf'Ylli 
for all f E e~(G) and a, I> O. 
Hence, 3 extends to a bounded operator on Lp for p E (1 , 2). 
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Remark 3 .2 .2 Again the non-commutativity of G comes into play here. The 
operator 5 defined by left convolution commutes with right translations. This 
property combines well with the Lp-spaces since dg is right- invariant. If 5 is 
a right convolution operator bounded on L2 and dg is replaced by dg the result 
still holds , i.e. 5 satisfies 
for all f E C:'{G) and Q, I> 0 and 5 is bounded on Lp for all p E (1,2). 
Since K has compact support, condition 2 of the theorem is equivalent to the 
condition that 
for all 9 E G and i = 1, ... , d, where BiK is a right derivative of K defined by 
Proof Outline The key idea of the proof is to reduce the problem on G to 
one on Ad by using the exponential map. After the inequality (3.5) has been 
established, the boundedness statement in the theorem follows by a standard 
interpolation argument. Inequality (3.5) may be referred to as a restricted weak-
type (1,1) inequality for 5. The proof of (3.5) has four steps. 
First , the kernel K is cut into two parts by the application of a function X 
which has small support near e. Thus K = K1 + K2 where K1 has support 
near e and K2 has support away from e. The operator 5 can be then be written 
5 = 51 + 52 where the operator 5i is determined by the kernel Ki for i = 1, 2. 
Since K has compact support , the operator 52 is bounded as an operator from Li 
to Li and so a fortior i satisfies (3.5). It is therefore only necessary to consider 
51 . 
Second , a bounded operator T on L2 (Rd , dx) is constructed. This operator 
can be thought of as a localisation of 51 around e E G with the exponential map 
providing the connection between Rd and G. It is then proved that T satisfies 
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a 'local' restricted weak-type (1,1) inequality (3.7). This is the most technical 
step in the proof. Essentially, Stein's proof of Theorem 3.1.1 is being duplicated. 
However there are a few complicating factors. 
Third, it is shown that Sl itself satisfies a 'local' restricted weak-type (1,1) 
inequality (3.9). Step 1 and properties of the exponential map are used here. 
Finally, a special covering of G is introduced. A partition of unity with respect 
to tlus cover is used in conjunction with Step 3 to prove the proposition. The 
idea is that once the proposition holds locally at {e} in the sense of Step 3, it 
is possible to translate around using the cover. Right translation does not cause 
problems because dg is right-invariant and 8 1 commutes with right translations. 
Part A : Proof of (3.5). 
Step 1. Decomposition of K. 
Let X E C~(G) be a smooth function with compact support in a ball Br such 
that X(g) = 1 for 9 E B r / 2. Define K1 = KX and K2 = K(l- X)· Let 81 and S2 
be the corresponding operators on C~ (G), i.e. 
(8d)(g) = fa dh Ki(h)f(h-1g) 
Then K2 E Li and so 
for all f E C~(G) and P E [1 , 00]. It can then be seen that 8 2 satisfies (3 .5) . The 
operator S2 is bounded on L2 and therefore so is 8 1 because of assumption 1. 
It remains to establish (3.5) for the part of K coming from K 1 • 
The number r is arbitrary and so the assumption can be made that r is small 
enough to validate the various calculations performed in the rest of the proof of 
the theorem. 
Step 2. Construction of T and ' local' restricted weak-type (1,1) inequality for 
T. 
The following result will be needed soon. 
Lemma 3.2.3 If f E L2 with supp f ~ Beg for some c > 0 and 9 E G, then 
supp 8d ~ Bc;+rg. 
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Proof The lemma holds if I E C~(G) with supp I ~ Beg since supp Kl ~ Br. 
Let I E L2 with I = 0 almost everywhere outside Be g. Then there is a sequence 
{In}:::''=1 ~ C~( G) with supp In ~ Be 9 such that In ~ I in L2· Then, if <P E L2 
with <P = 0 almost everywhere inside Be+r g, 
(Sd, <p) = lim (Sdn, <p) = 0 
n 
where ( , ) denotes the L2-scalar product. So the lemma holds for any 
IE L 2·• 
Some notation will now be introduced. Let N be the neighbourhood of 
Theorem 1.5.1. If I : G ~ R satisfies supp I ~ exp N then define a function 
j: Rd ~ R by }(x) = I(ex ,a.) for x E Nand I(x) = 0 for x rf. N. So supp j ~ N. 
If I E C~(G) with supp I ~ exp N then j E C~(Rd) . 
Conversely, if I : Rd ~ R with supp I ~ N then define a new function 
1* : G ~ R by I*(g) = I(log g) for 9 E exp Nand I*(g) = 0 for 9 rf. exp N. If 
I E C~(Rd) with supp f ~ N then 1* E C~(G). 
Let h E C~(Rd) with h(y) = 1 for y E log B r , supp h ~ log B 2r , and 0 < 
h ::; 1. Define an operator T on L2 (Rd , dx) by 
where 7(y) = <PI (-y) and <PI is defined in Theorem 1.5.1. (It is thus being 
assumed that r is small enough that log B 2r ~ N.) Since SI is bounded on 
L 2, T is bounded on L 2 (Rd , dx) by Theorem 1.5.1(b). By Lemma 3.2.3, supp 
T <P ~ log B3r for all <P E L2(Rd, dx). Also, if <P E C~(Rd) and x E N, then 
(3.6) T <p( x) SI ((h <P 7-1 )*)( eX'a.) 
J dy Kl (ex .a. e-Y'a.) h(y) <p(y) 
using Theorem 1.5.1(b). In addition, T <p(x) = 0 for x rf. N. The reason for the 
function h in the definition of T will be evident later. In this second step of the 
proof it will be shown that 
(3.7) J dx {x E Rd : I(T'IjI fY)(x) I > a } < ca- l II'IjI fYh 
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for any I E C~(Rd), I > 0, a > 0 and any1/; E C~(Rd) with supp1/; ~ log Br 
and 0 :S 1/; :S 1. The norm on the right hand side of (3.7) is the Ll(Rd , dx) norm. 
For the remainder of this step a, I , I , and1/; will be fixed. It may be assumed 
that r (and therefore J) is positive. A slight variation of an argument used by 
Stein in Chapter 1 of [Ste] will be used to establish (3 .7) . For convenience denote 
the function1/; r by k. 
The following result of Calderon and Zygmund on the decomposition of Rd 
will be needed. The proof may be found in [Ste] p.17-20 or [Sad] p.214-216. 
Theorem 3.2.4 Let I be a non-negative integrable function on Rd and let a > o. 
Th en there is a decomposition of Rd so that 
(i) Rd = FUn, F n n = 0. 
(ii) I (x) :S a almost everywhere on F. 
(iii) n = U~l Qj , where each set Qj is a cube. The interiors of the cubes are 
disjoint and there is a constant c > 0 (depending only on the dimension d) 
such that 
10 dx :S ca- l 111111 ; r dx I ( x) :S ca r dx . }Qi }Qi 
The cubes Qj may be chosen so that their diameters diam(Qj) are approxi-
mately proportional to their distance to F , i. e. there is a constant c' such that 
for all j . • 
Apply Theorem 3.2.4 to the non-negative function k. Then there are cubes 
{Qj}~l ~ Ad such that if n = U~lQj and F = n c is the complement of n then 
for some constant Cs· 
(ii) k(x) :S a for all x E F. 
(iii) The interiors Qj of the cubes Qj are disjoint. 
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Fix the cube Qj for the moment. 
Lemma 3.2.5 There is a function bj E C~(Q~) such that if gj = k - bj then 
r dxbj(x) JQi hi dx Igj(x)1 < 
r dx Igj(xW < JQi 
o 
where c is independent of j J k J and gj. 
Proof The proof is basically that of Stein [Ste] Chapter II Theorem 1. Stein 
takes gj to be JQi dx k(x)/ JQj dx and bj to be k - gj. In the present situation bj 
must be an element of C~( G) so that (3.6) may be used. Since k is defined in 
terms of r it will not usually be in C~(G) . It is therefore necessary to smooth 
out the jumps which occur at points where f = ,. This makes the proof of the 
lemma rather messy. 
Let ee = JQi dx k(x)/ JQi dx. In the following Cs will denote the constant 
chosen above for the decomposition of Rd. Then 0 ~ ee ~ csa. 
Fix a cube Qj inside Qj and a 8 > 0 and define a continuous function b1 on 
Qj by 
k(x)-ee for x E Qj such that 
r(x) ~ ,(1 + 8) 
8-1 (1 + 8) k(x) - ,8-1 (1 + 8)1jJ(x) - ee for x E Qj such that 
, < r (x) < ,(1 + 8) 
for x E Qj such that 
f(x) ~,. 
Extend b1 linearly to the whole of Qj so that b1 = 0 on the boundary of Qj. 
If f (x) ~ , for all x E Q j then k( x) = 0 on Q j and there is nothing to prove. 
It may therefore be assumed that 
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(If this is not so for some 5 > 0 then r = f on Q j and k is therefore smooth on 
Qj. The proof in this case is similar to that described here and involves smoothing 
k near the boundary of Q j . ) 
If, < f(x) < ,(1 + 5) then 
15-1 (1 + 5)k(x) -,5-1 (1 + 5)7jJ(x) - eel < 15- 1 (1 + 5)7jJ(x)(r(x) -,)1 + leel 
< 5-1 (1 + 5) (1(1 + 5) -,) + CsO: 
(1 + 5), + CsO: 
for all choices of Qj. Therefore Ib11 :::; sup{llkll oo + CsO: , 2, + csO:} for all choices 
of Qj and for 0 :::; 5 :::; 1. Then 5 may be chosen small enough that 
r dx I k ( x) - b1 ( X ) I :::; 0: ( dx 
J{XEQj :'Y< f(x) <'Y(1+5)} JQj 
and 
for all choices of Qj. Since b1 (x) = k(x) - ee if f(x) 2:: ,(1 + 5) or f(x) :::; , and 
JQj dx (k(x) - ee) = 0,5 may be chosen small enough that 
for all choices of Qj. 
Let g1 = k-b1. Since Ig11 :::; sup{21Ikll oo +csO: , Ilkll oo +2,+cso:} for 0:::; 5:::; 1 
and for all choices of Qj, Qj may be chosen large enough that 
1 dx Ig1(X)1 :::; 0: 1 dx 
Qj\Qj Qj 
and 
{ I dx Ig1 (x W :::; 0:21. dx . 
JQj\Qj QJ 
The choice of 5 and Qj fixes the functions b1 and g1 . It is assumed that 
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.,.; 
(The cases f Qj dx bl (x) = 0 and fQj dx bl (x) > 0 may be treated similarly.) Then 
i dx leel + r dx IgI(X)1 
{xEQj :f(x)::;-y or f(x)~-Y(I+6)} JQj\Qj 
+ r dx IgI(X)1 
J {xEQj:-y<f(x ) <-Y(I+6)} 
< (cs + 2) a 10 j dx 
and similarly 
If bl is approximated in the supremum norm on Qj by C~(Qj) functions, a 
new function b2 may be found such that supp b2 ~ Qj and 
10j dx Ik(x) - b2(x)1 
< (cs + 3) a r dx JQj 
< (c~+3)a2 r dx JQj 
< r dx b2 ( x) < 0 JQj 
Let Q'j c Qj be cube with fQjl dx > (1/2) f Qj dx. 
Let ¢ E C~(Rd) be a function such that 0 :S ¢(x) :S a for all x, ¢(x) = a for 
x E Q'j, and supp ¢ ~ Qj. Then the function b3 = b2 + ¢ satisfies 
10j dx Ig3(X)1 10j dx Ik(x) - b3(x)1 
< (cs + 4) a r dx JQj 
10j dx Ig3(XW < (c~ + 4)a2 10j dx 
10 j dx b2 ( X ) > 0 
and supp b3 ~ Qj. 
The required function bj is now obtained by taking an appropriate affine linear 
combination of b2 and b3 to make fQj dx bj(x) = O. • 
The proof of (3.7) will now be resumed. Define the functions 
and g=k-b 
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• 
where bj is the function constructed in Lemma 3.2.5. So g(x) = gj(x) for x E Qj 
and g(x) = k(x) for x E F . Then b + 9 = k and 
J dx{x E Rd: ITk(x)1 > a} :s J dx{x E Rd: ITb(x)1 > a/2} 
+ J dx {x E Rd : IT 9 ( x ) I > a / 2} 
Estimate for T 9 : The function 9 is in L2 (Rd , dx) and 
Ilgll~ k dx Ig(xW + It hj Ig(xW 
< a k dx k(x) + It ca2 hj dx 
< a Ilklll + callkll l 
< ca Ilkh 
since In dx :S (csatl Ilklll . 
As mentioned previously T is a bounded operator on L2 (Rd , dx). Suppose 
Then, 
J dx {x E Rd : IT g(x)1 > a} < B2 a-21Igll~ 
< B2 ca-l Ilkh 
This completes the estimate for Tg. 
Estimate for Tb: 
(3.8) 
(T b)(x) = 2:(T bj)(x) 
j 
for x E Nand TbAx) = 0 for x rt. N. 
A favourable estimate of (3.8) can be made when x E F = (Uj Qj)c. If x E N 
and yj is the centre of the cube Qj , then 
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since JQj dy bi(y) = O. 
Now, 
K1(ex.a e-y·a) h(y) - K 1(ex.a e-vi .a) h(yi) 
= J~ ds d/ ds (K1 (ex.a e( -vi +s(yj -y».a) h(yi - s(yi - y))) 
= [2::1,q=1 J~ ds (yi - Y)talq(ex.a e(-vi+s(vi-v)).a) . 
. (Aq Kt)(ex.a e(-vj+~(yj-y)).a) h(yi - s(yi - y))] 
- 2::1=1 J~ ds K1 (ex.a e( -vi +s(vi -y» .a) (yi - Y)t :~ (yi - s(yi - y)) 
where the functions alq E Coo (G) satisfy 
~ 4>( eX ' ( Ad g)(a) g) 
OXt 
d L.: alq(g ex.a)(Aq 4»(g ex.a) 
q=1 
for 4> differentiable in a neighbourhood of gex .a . Therefore 
IK1 (ex.a e-y·a) h(y) - K1 (ex.a e-vi .a) h(yi) I 
::; cdiamQi 2::~=1 I(Aq K 1 )(ex .a e-yj ·a ) h(yi)1 
+cdiam Qi 2::1=1 IK1 (e x .a eyj ·a ) ::t (yi)1 
where yi is a variable point on the straight line segment connecting yi and y. 
The constant c above does not depend on j since the function 
is bounded independently of j for x E N. So, if yi E log B 2r , then 
< 
< 
cdiam Qi cdiam Qi 
. + . lex .a e-yJ .ald+1 lex.a e-yJ .ald 
cdiam Qi 
IIx - y i ll d+1 
by Theorem 1.5.1 and the boundedness of log B 2r • (This is one reason why the 
- - 8h -function h is necessary.) If yi rt log B 2r , then h(yi) = 0 , 8Xt (yi) = 0 and so 
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From Theorem 3.2.4 the diameter of Qj is comparable to its distance from F. 
So if x is a fixed point in F , the set of distances {llx - yll} as y varies over Qj are 
all comparable with each other. Hence 
However 
. 1 Ib(y)1 ITbj(x)1 ~ c(dlamQj) dy II lid Qi X - Y +1 
hi dy Ib(y)1 < hi dy k(y) + hi dy Ig(y)1 
< ca r dy 
iQi 
since JQi dy k(y) ~ Cs a JQi dy by the choice of decomposition and 
1 dy Ig(y)1 ~ ea 1 dy 
Qi ~ 
by Lemma 3.2.5. 
The remainder of the proof of the estimate for Tb can be copied out word for 
word from [Ste]. If 5(y) denotes the distance of y from F, then 
by Lemma 3.2.5. Therefore 
1 5(y) IT b;(x) I ~ ea dy II lid+! Qi X - Y 
for x E F. 
Finally 
r 5(y) IT b(x)1 ~ ea iRd dy IIx _ ylld+! 
for x E F. Thus T has been majorised by the Marcinkiewicz integral (see §2.3 of 
[Ste]). The following lemma appears in §2.3 of [Ste]. 
Lemma 3.2.6 Let F be a closed set whose complement FC has finite measure. 
Define 5(y) as above and let 
r 5(y) 
I *(x) = iRd dy IIx _ ylld+! 
Then I .. (x) < 00 for almost every x E F. Moreover 
r dxI .. (x) ~ e r dx iF iFc 
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Proof See [Ste]. • 
Lemma 3.2.6 implies that 
k dx IT b(x)1 ~ ca 10 dx ~ C Ilklll 
From tIlls inequality it follows that 
J dx {x E F: IT b(x)1 > a/2} ~ ca-1 Ilklll 
Since however IFc dx = In dx ~ ca-1 Ilk111 ' the estimate for Tb follows, i.e. 
J dx{x E Rd : ITb(x)1 > a/2} ~ ca-1 11k11 1 . 
The estimate (3.7) follows from the estimates for Tb and Tg . 
Step 3. Local restricted weak-type (1 , 1) inequality for Sl. 
In this step (3.7) is converted into a similar inequality for Sl . Specifically it 
is es tablished that 
(3.9) J dg {g E G: I(Sl 'I/J fY)(g) I > a} ~ ca-1 II'I/J fYlli 
for any f E C~(G) , I > 0, a > 0, and any 'I/J E C~(G) with ° ~ 'I/J ~ 1 and 
supp'I/J ~ Br . 
Since supp 'I/J r ~ Br and r is assumed to be small, Theorem 1.5.1 can be 
used to give 
J dg {g E G: I(Sl 'I/J fY)(g)1 > a} < C2 J dx {x EN: I(Sl 'I/J fY)(e",·a)1 > a} 
C2 J dx {x EN : I (T 'I/J r r) (x) I > a} 
since 'I/J f'Y h = 'I/J f'Y. Therefore, 
J dg {g E G : I(Sl 'I/J fY)(g)1 > a} < CC2 a - 1 II'I/J f'Y rl\I 
< cc;a-1 II'I/J rill 
< cc;c~la-1 II'l/JfYlli 
where (3.7) and Theorem 1.5.1 have been used. This establishes (3.9). 
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Step 4. Proof of (3.5). 
Inequality (3.9) will now be used to prove (3.5). It is first necessary to intro-
duce a covering of G. 
Lemma 3.2.7 Given r > 0, there is a sequence tt , t 2, ... of points in G such 
that 
(b) There is an n = n( r) E IN such that each 9 E G lies in at most n balls Br ti. 
(c) Given 5> 0, there is an m = m(r, 5) E IN such that each 9 E G lies in at 
most m of the balls B r+S t i. 
Proof The following proof of statements (a) and (b) comes from [Pie]' page 66. 
Firstly, G = U'f=t B jr = U'f=1 (Br)j. It may be assumed that G is not compact 
since the statements are obvious if G is compact. 
Let tl = e, the identity element of G. As G is not compact B2r i=- Br and 
an element t2 E B2r \ Br may therefore be chosen. If B2r \ U;=I Brti i=- 0 choose 
t3 E B2r \ U;=I Brti. Continuing this procedure elements t l , t 2, ... , tn2 E G may 
be found such that B2r C U?;;I Brti and tj tI. u1~; Brti for j = 2, ... , n2. 
Now choose tn2+l E B3r \ U?;;t Brti and continue this process to find elements 
t l , . .. , t np E G such that Bpr C U~tBrti and tj tI. u1~; Brti for j = 2, ... , np. As 
G is not compact the construction gives rise to an infinite set T = {ti}~1 in G 
such that G = BrT. 
Let S be a subset of T such that ntESBrt i=- 0 and let x E ntESBrt. Then, 
t E Brx for all t E S since (Br)-I = B r. Therefore 
(3.10) 
Suppose that Br/2ti n Br/2tj i=- 0 for some i,j E {I, 2, ... }. Then 
and similarly tj E Br ti. It follows from the definition of the sequence {tdk:1 
that i = j. Hence the balls {Br/2ti}~1 are pairwise disjoint . Relation (3 .10) now 
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.. 
implies that 
where lSI denotes the number of elements in S. 
Thus, lSI ~ (1B3./2 dg) / (1B./2 dg) and since the right hand side is indepen-
dent of the choice of S any n ;::: (1B3r/2 dg) / (1Br dg) satisfies part (b) of the 
lemma. 
Part (c) of the lemma will now be proved. Fix 9 E G for the moment and let 
5 > O. Consider the collection C of balls Brti such that Brti is contained in the 
ball B2rH g. By renumbering the balls Brti it may be assumed that the collection 
C consists of the balls Brtl ' ... ,Brtk for some k. For j E IN, let mj denote the 
measure with respect to dg of the set of h E B2rH 9 such that h lies in exactly j 
of the balls in C. An inductive argument shows that 
k n ~1 . dg = ~jmj 
i=l B.t. j=l 
since any point in B2rH 9 is contained in at most n of the balls Br ti by part (b). 
However 
So, 
Hence, 
(3.11) 
n 
~mj < 
j=l 
k r dg lB. 
J dA k < B2.+6 9 
- n I d A Br 9 
and the right hand side is independent of g. 
Suppose now that h E G lies in .e. balls Br+sti' Then 
for each such i. So by (3.11) above any m;::: nIB2r+6 dg / IBr dg will do. • 
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Cover G by balls {Br t'}~l as described in Lemma 3.2.7. Let {'I/J'}~1 be a 
partition of unity relative to this cover. So 0 ::; 'I/J. ::; 1, supp 'I/J. ~ Br t. and 
2:. 'l/Ji(g) = 1 for all 9 E G. 
Let f E C~(G) and I> o. Then r = 2:i r 'l/Ji and so 
(Sl fY)(g) = 2:(Sl r 'l/Ji)(g) . 
• 
By Lemma 3.2.3 with 9 = ti, supp Sl r 'I/J. ~ B2r t.. So, by part (c) of 
Lemma 3.2.7 with 8 = r, any 9 E G lies in the support of at most m functions 
Sl r 'l/Ji . Therefore 
J dfJ {g E G: IS1 fY(g)1 > a} ::; ~ J dfJ {g E G: IS1 fY 'l/Ji(g) I > am-1 } 
• 
Fix i and let Fi be the right translate of r 'I/J. by the element ti , i.e. 
Then supp Fi ~ Br . 
Lemma 3.2.8 
J dfJ {g E G: IS1 fY 'l/Ji(g) I > am-1 } = J dfJ {g E G: IS1 F.(g) I > am-1 } 
Proof The lemma follows from the right invariance of dfJ and the fact that Sl 
commutes with right translation. • 
Therefore, 
J dfJ {g E G: IS1 fY 'l/Ji(g) I > am-1 } = J dfJ {g E G: IS1 F.(g) I > am-1 } 
< ca-1 1lFdi 
ca-
1 IlfY 'I/J.!Ii 
by equation 3.9 of Step 3 and the right invariance of dfJ. 
Finally, 
J dfJ{g E G : IS1fY(g)1 > a} < ~ J dfJ {g E G : IS1 fY 'l/Ji(g) I > am-1 } 
• 
< 2: ca-1 IlfY 'l/Jilli 
= ca-
11lfYlli 
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since 2:i 1/Ji = 1. 
This establishes (3.5). 
Part B : Interpolation. 
An argument of Stein is used here to interpolate between the Li and L 2- bounds . 
Let 1 E C':' (G) and set 
Af(a) = fa dg {g E G j I(S f)(g)1 > a}. 
If, > 0, the function 1 may be decomposed as 1 = r + I'Y and it follows 
that 
By part A of the proof 1 satisfies the estimate 
Moreover, since S is a bounded operator on L2, 1 satisfies a second estimate 
Therefore, choosing, = a 
Af(a) < a-l 2c 11f'lli + a-2 4C2111all~ 
a-l 2c 1 dg I/(g)1 + a-2 4c21 dg I/(g)12 
Ifl>a Ifl~a 
For p E (1, 2) the following equalities are proved in [Sad], p. 162-164. 
- looo dAf(a) a? 
p looo daAf(a)a?-l. 
So, for p E (1,2) 
fa dg I(S 1)(g)IP p 100 da Af(a) aP- l 
< 2pc roo daaP- 2 1 dgl/(g)1 Jo Ifl>a 
+ 4pc2 roo daaP-31 dg I/(g)12 Jo Ifl~a 
(2p(p - 1tl c + 4p(2 - p)-l c2) "I"~ 
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The last equality follows from the equations 
rOO da aP- 2 { dg If(g)1 
Jo JI/I >a 
{ (III 
= JG dg If(g)1 Jo da aP- 2 
l/(p - 1) fa dg If(g)I·lf(g)IP-1 
for p > 1 and 
rOO daaP-3 { dglf(g)12 = 
Jo JI /I ~a ( dg If(g) 12 roo da aP-3 JG Jil l 
1/(2 - p) fa dg If(g)12 ·If(g)IP-2 
for p < 2. 
Thus for each p E (1,2) there is a constant Cp ~ 0 such that 
liS flip ~ Cp Ilfllp 
for all f E C~(G). But C~(G) is dense in Lp so S extends to a bounded operator 
on Lp if p E (1, 2). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. • 
Remark 3.2.9 If the additional assumption that K E Lf for some r E [1,00] 
is made, then S is also bounded on Lij for 2 < q < 00. The argument, which 
exploits the duality between the Lp-spaces, can be found in §2.5 of [Ste]. 
Corollary 3.2.10 In Theorem 3.2.1 replace the assumption that K has compact 
support by either of the following assumptions 
(a) K is integrable at infinity with respect to dg {i. e. K E L1 ( G\ B1 , dg) } and 
fa dg IK(g)1 m(g)-1/2 < 00 . 
(b) K ~ 0 and K is integrable at infinity with respect to dg. 
Th en S still satisfies {3.5} and consequently is still bounded on Lp for p E (1,2). 
Proof Choose X E C~(G) such that 0 ~ X ~ 1 and X(g) = 1 for 9 E B1. 
Define K1 and K2 by K1 = KX and K2 = K(l - X) and let S1 and S2 be the 
corresponding left convolution operators. Then, if K satisfies (a) or (b) of the 
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corollary, 8 2 is bounded on Li and on L2. If K satisfies (a) this follows from the 
inequality 
(3.12) 
for 1 ~ p < 00. If K satisfies (b) then 8 1 is bounded on Li by (3.12) and is 
bounded on L2 since 8 is bounded on L2 and K2 ~ K. 
Hence, in either case, 8 = 8 1 + 8 2 where 8 2 is bounded on Li and L2 (and 
therefore on Lp for 1 ~ p ~ 2 by interpolation) and 8 1 satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 3.2.1. The corollary follows immediately. • 
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Chapter 4 
Applications 
The material in this chapter is taken from [BuR] . In this chapter the results of 
the previous chapter will be used to extend to a general Lie group G some results 
that are well known on Rd. The applications of the current chapter provided the 
motivation for the work of Chapter 3. 
4.1 Introduction 
This section presents some results on Rd which in later sections will be extended 
to general Lie groups. 
Let 81 , .. . , 8d denote the partial differentiation operators on the usual Lp-
spaces Lp(Rd, dx) and 80t = 8r l ... 8~d their products. If L = - 1:,1=1 81 is the 
Laplacian then WP;m = 'D(Lm/2) and for each p E (1, 00), each m E IN and each 
A > 0 there is a Cp,m,.>. > 0 such that 
for all </> E wp;m(Rd) where 11.IIWPim is the Sobolev norm on wp;m(Rd) (see, for 
example, [Tri] §2.2.3). 
Thus the diffeIential stIuctme of the Lp-spaces coincides with the structure 
given by the Laplacian. 
It should be emphasised that the equivalence of the nOIms </> ~ II</>IIwp;m and 
</> ~ II(AI + L)m/2 </>IIp is not valid if p = 1, or p = 00. Nor does it hold on Co(Rd ) . 
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The domination properties 
are often referred to as a priori inequalities in the context of elliptic differential 
operators. The bounds (4.1) can be substantially improved in the classical setting. 
For example, for each p E (1, 00) and m E IN there is a Cp,m such that 
(4 .2) c;;,~ sup IIDa <follp ::; II 6. m/2 <follp ::; Cp,m sup IIDa <follp {a :lal=m} {a :lal=m} 
These inequalities reflect the fact that the Riesz transforms Di 6. -1/2 extend 
to bounded operators on Lp( Rd) for 1 < p < 00 (see [Ste] Chapter III or [Sad] 
Chapter 6) . 
4.2 Laplacians on G 
This chapter is concerned with the representation of G by left and right transla-
tions on its Lp-spaces. If A1 , ... , Ad and A1 , .. . , Ad are the operators defined in 
§1.4 the two Laplacians 6. and 6 are defined by 
with 1)(6. ) = Lp;2 and 1)(6) = Lp;2 . The operator 6. acts on the spaces Lp while 
6 acts on Lp. The dependency of 6. and 6 on p will be suppressed. This section 
will summarise some relevant information about 6. and 6. 
The two operators are closable on each of the L p -, or Lp-, spaces. In fact 
the estimates of Theorem 4.3.1 show that 6. and 6. are closed on Lp and Lp 
respectively for p E (1,00). 
The Laplacians 6. and 6 generate continuous semigroups T and T on Lp 
and Lp respectively. (If p E [1 , 00) all statements are with respect to the strong 
topology, and if p = 00 the weak* topology.) 
These semigroups were originally constructed by Nelson and Stinespring [NeS], 
and independently by Langlands [Lan]. The two families interpolate between the 
spaces, e.g. Tt (LpnLr) ~ Lpn Lr' and they are consistent, i.e. Ttl = Ttl . iLpnLp iLpnL,; 
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The semigroups T are contractive but 
• tf.l2 / IITtllp-+p = e'" p 
where 132 = 'L.f=l 131 and the f3i are the left derivatives of the modular function 
m at the identity e of G, i.e. f3i = (Aim)(e). 
Langlands [Lan] established that the action of T , and T, is determined by 
a universal integral kernel K, i.e. if U is any representation of G and S is the 
semigroup generated by 6. then the action of S is determined by the same kernel 
K. In particular the action of T on Lp and T on Lp is determined by K , l.e. 
for all </J E Lp n Lp. Since K does not depend on p it seems reasonable to suppress 
the dependency of T on p. Properties of this kernel, and in particular upper 
bounds on the kernel and its derivatives , are fundamental for the sequel. The 
book [Rob2] is a good reference for these bounds. Alternatively, information can 
be obtained from [Dav]' [Var], [Robl] or references cited therein. 
The kernel K is pointwise positive and jointly analytic in t and g. In addition 
K satisfies upper bounds 
(4.3) 
where a, b > 0 are constants . If 9 =F Go , the connected component of the identity, 
then Igl = 00 and Kt(g) = O. 
The following bounds on the pointwise derivatives A"" K t are derived in [Robl]: 
(4.4) 
where a."., b.". and c.". are positive constants. If A > 0 the resolvents (AI + 6.)-1 of 
the (closed) Laplacian 6. are bounded on Lp and are defined by Laplace trans-
formation of T , i.e. 
(4.5) 1000 ds e->'$(T$</J)(g) 
1000 ds fa dh e->.$ K$(h)</J(h- 1g) 
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Since the semigroup T is contractive on Lp, II(.U + 6)-14>11 ~ A-1114>llp. 
The order of integration in (4.5) may be changed as the kernel K6 is positive. 
Therefore 
w here the kernel K>.. is defined by 
(4.6) 
Then there is a Ao > 0 such that for each A > Ao the following bound on K>.. 
holds for 9 E G\{e} 
(4.7) 
where b, c, and a>.. are constants and the function 1 is defined by 
I(g) Igl-(d-2) if d> 2 
1 + I log Igll if d = 2. 
The above bounds on K>.. are established in Theorem 6.1 of [Rob1]. 
The resolvents associated with ~ on Lp can be defined by Laplace transform 
for A > f321p and their action is determined by the same kernel K>... 
Langlands established in [Lan] that the semigroups T and T map the spaces 
Lp and Lp into the C<Xl-elements Lp;<Xl and Lp;<Xl' Therefore the resolvents leave 
the C<Xl-elements invariant and hence A""(Al + 6)-1 is defined on Lp;<Xl for any 
7r. Similarly, ..4"" (AI + ~)-1 is defined on Lp for any 7r. But for 4> E Lp;<Xl it follows 
from the dominated convergence theorem that 
The pointwise derivatives 9 E G\{e} I-t (Ai K>..)(g) exist, however, by (4.6), the 
bounds (4.4) and another application of the dominated convergence theorem. 
Therefore the actions of Ai(Al + 6)-1, A. A;(Al + 6)-1, etc. on Lp;<Xl are given 
by the derivatives A. K>.., A. Ai K>.., etc. of the kernel K>... 
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The proof of Theorem 6.1 of [Rob1] may be used to convert the bounds (4.4) 
into bounds on the pointwise derivatives of the kernel K>.: 
(4.8) 
for A > Ao and any 7r. 
4.3 A priori estimates 
The principal problem in establishing the Lie group version of the inequalities 
(4.1) is to prove that the operators A(AI + D:.)-1/2 and AAj(AI + D:.)-l are 
bounded on Lp for 1 < p < 00. It is first shown that the operators AiAj(AI +D:.)-l 
are bounded. Since the resolvent (AI + D:.tl is bounded on Lp for A > 0 and the 
resolvent (AI + ~tl is bounded on Lp for A > (:J2Ip, there are constants c>',p and 
c~,p > 0 such that 
liD:. 4>llp + 114>llp ~ c>. ,pll(AI + D:.)4>llp for 4> E D(D:.) 
11~4>llp + 114>llp ~ c~ ,p ll(AI + ~)4>llp for 4> E D(~) . 
Hence the boundedness of Ai AAAI + D:.)-l on Lp , and .It A-j{AI + ~)-l on 
Lp , for p E (1 , 00) is implied by the following result. 
Theorem 4.3.1 If p E (1 , 00) there are constants CpJ Cv > 0 such that 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
for all 4> E Lp;2J 1/J E Lp;2J and iJ j = 1, .. . , d. 
Proof There are four steps in the proof. It is first shown that (4.9) holds on Lp 
if and only if (4.10) holds on Lp for any p. Therefore it is sufficient to prove (4.10) 
for each p. Second it is shown that (4.9) holds on L2 and hence that (4.10) holds 
on L2. This implies that the operator .It Aj(AI + ~tl extends to a bounded 
operator on L 2. Third Corollary 3.2.10 of Chapter 3 is applied to this operator 
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to prove that it is bounded on Lp for p E (1,2). Finally a duality argument is 
used to prove that Ai A-j{>'1 + .6)-1 also extends to a bounded operator on L p 
for p E (2 , 00) . 
With the exception of Step 3 the proof is due to Robinson. 
Step 1. Reduction to Lp. 
First note that translations are isometric on Loo but 
where again {3i = (Ai m)( e). Therefore, by interpolation, 
for p E [1,00). Since Ai generates the group L(e- tai ) 
for all <P E Lp;1 and E. E R such that 1 - E.{3i/p > O. Consequently 
IIAi <pllp < E.-I 11(1 - E. Ai) <pllp + E.- I 11<pllp 
< E.- 1 (1 - E.{3i/pt 1 11(1 - E. 2 An <pllp + c 1 11<pllp 
Therefore 
(4.11) 
for all <P E L p;2 and all E. > O. Similarly 
(4.12) 
for all <P E Lp;2 and all E. > O. 
Second, <P ~ ~ = m 1/ p <P is an isometric map from Lp to Lp and ~ ~ <P = 
m- 1 / p ~ is the isometric inverse from L p to Lp. Since (Aom)(g) = (3im(g) 
IIAo <pllp = IIAo m-1/ p ~llp 
Ilml /p Ai m-1/ p ~llp 
= II(Ai - ({3i/p)I) ~llp 
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and 
If (4.10) holds , then 
IIAAj¢llp < cp (1IL~llp+ 11~llp) + l,Bi/pl'IIAj~llp 
+ l,Bj/pl'IIAi~llp+ l,Bi,Bj/p21'11~llp 
from (4.13) and (4.10). The following bounds are now a consequence of (4.11) 
and (4.10). 
(4.14) 
But 11~llp = 11¢llp and 
II L ~llp = 11m -lip L m lip ¢llp 
d 
(4.15) = II L (A - ,Bi/p)2 ¢llp 
i=l 
d 
< 116 ¢llp + 2 L II(Ai - (,Bi/p) 1) ¢llp ·1,Bi/pl i=l 
Now (4.11) and (4.10) give 
II(Ai - ,Bi/p 1) ¢llp = IIAi ~llp 
< € IIA; ~llp + C€-l 11~llp 
< €2p (1IL~llp+II~llp)+C€-lll~llp 
Substituting this into the right hand side of (4.15), choosing € smail, and solving 
for IlL ~llp, yields bounds 
(4.16) 
The bounds (4.9) follow from (4.14) and (4.16). 
The argument to pass from (4.9) to (4.10) is identical because the map ¢ 1--+ ~ 
is invertible. 
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Step 2. Li-bounds. 
It follows from Step 1 that it is only necessary to verify the Lrbounds. But 
this was done by Nelson [Nel] in 1959. The following simpler proof is due to 
Robinson and can be found in [Rob3]. 
The operators Ai are skew-adjoint on L2 • Therefore 
IIA 4>11~ = - (4), A; 4» 
< (4), 64» 
< (6/2) II 6 4>11~ + (1/26) 114>11~ 
for all 4> E LPi2 and E > O. In particular if k1(4)) = sUPi IIA4>112 then 
( 4.17) 
for all 4> E LPi2 and E > O. 
Next 
IIAi Aj 4>11~ < (Aj 4>, 6 Aj 4» 
= -(A; 4>, 64» + (Aj 4>, ( ad 6)(Aj) 4» 
< IIA; 4>b ·116 4>112 + k1 (4)) II( ad 6)(Aj) 4>lb 
k2(4))2 < k2(4)) (116 4>112 + ck1 (4))) 
< k2(<I» ((1 + E) 116 4>112 + CE- 1 114>112) 
for all E > 0, where (4.17) has been used. Thus 
for all 4> E L2i2 and E > O. 
It now follows from Step 1 that the bounds (4.9) and (4.10) are verified for 
p = 2. In particular it can be concluded that 6, and 6, are closed on L2i2, and 
Lii2' respectively. Then 
Ilit Aj(AI + 6)-1 Jlli < C2 (116(AI + ,6t1 Jlli + II(AI + 6)-lJlli) 
< C2 ((A + 1) II(AI + ,6)-1 Jlli + IIJlli) 
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for>. > f32/2. But since 11(>'1 + Li)-1112-+2 :S (>. - f32/2)-1 it can be concluded 
that the operators Ai Aj(>.I + Li)-1 are bounded on L 2. 
Step 3. Lp-bounds for 1 < p < 2. 
Corollary 3.2.10 will now be applied to the operator 
Now S is a left convolution operator on G with kernel K~·j = AiAjK,x. 
It is known from Step 2 that S is bounded on L2 for>. > f32/2. It remains to 
verify the bounds in assumption 2 of Theorem 3.2.1 and one of the assumptions 
of Corollary 3.2.10. 
From (4.8) it can be seen that K~·j satisfies the bounds 
for all 9 E B1 \ {e} and f = 1, ... , d. 
The following lemma will be used to show that K~·j satisfies assumption (a) 
of Corollary 3.2.10 . 
Lemma 4.3.2 The volume of the ball Br with respect to dg and dg grows at 
most exponentially with r. If m is the modular function on G J m(g) grows at 
most exponentially with the modulus Igl of g. Thus there are constants c and c' 
such that 
(a) fBr dg < cec'r for all r > 0 
(b) fBr dg < cec'r for all r > 0 
(c) m(g) < cec'lgl for all 9 E G. 
Proof The last claim is proved first. The modular function gives a continuous 
representation of G on IR+. Let c = SUPlgl$1 m(g). Then c 2: 1. If 9 E Bm+1 \Bm 
for some m E IN, there are elem nts g1, ... , gm+1 in B1 such that g = rr?:~;t 1 gi. 
Then , 
m+1 
m(g) = II m(gi) :S cm+1 :S c· clgl • 
i=1 
Statement (b) is proved in [Gar] and statement (a) follows from (b), (c) and 
the identity dg = dgm(g). _ 
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Remark 4.3.3 The lemma implies that if w E R is large enough the integrals 
fGdgm(g)-1/2e-wlol and fGdg e-WIOI are finite . For example, ifv(Bm) = fBm dg , 
the second integral is bounded by the sum 
00 00 
m=1 m=1 
00 
< cec' L e-(w-c')m 
m=1 
It follows immediately from the estimates (4.8) and the remark above that 
K~,j E Ll(G\Bl , dg) and 
for A large enough. 
Corollary 3.2.10 now implies that if 1 < p < 2 and A is large enough then 
S is defined as a bounded operator on Li>. Hence the inequalities (4.10) of the 
theorem have now been verified for p E (1 , 2]. 
Step 4 Duality. 
In Step 1 of the proof it was established that the bounds (4.9) on Lp are 
equivalent to the bounds (4.10) on Li>. But in Steps 2 and 3 (4.10) was verified 
for p E (1, 2] and hence (4.9) is valid for p E (1, 2]. Therefore it only remains to 
prove (4.9) for p E (2 , 00). This is done by a duality argument. 
First note that (4.12) and (4.9) imply the following bounds. 
for all </> E Lp;2 and p E (1 , 2]. Therefore Ai(I + ,6,)-1 is bounded on Lp for 
p E (1, 2]. 
Second, if </> E Lp;oo and1/; E Lq;oo where p E (1 , 2) and p-l + q-l = 1, then 
(Ai (I + ,6,t1 1/;, </» = -(1/; , A(I + ,6,t1 </» 
+ ((I + ,6,)-11/; , (ad ,6,)(Ai)(1 + ,6,)-1 </» 
because (I + ,6,)-1 Lp;oo ~ Lp;oo ~ Lp;3. Here ( , ) represents the action of Lq on 
Lp. Now (ad ,6,)(A) can be evaluated with the aid of the structure relations as a 
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linear combination of products Aj Ak. Hence 
1 (Ai (1 + 6t1 'I/J , 4»1 :::; (IIAi(I + 6)-111p--.p 
+c 1;~f~d IIAj Ak(1 + 6t111p--.p) II'l/Jllq· 114>IIp . 
Therefore Ai(I + 6)-1 is bounded on Lq. 
Third, 
('I/J, A j Ai(I + 6t1 4» 
- ((1 + 6t1 'I/J, (ad 6)(Aj Ai)(I + 6)-14» 
But now (ad 6)(Aj A) is a linear combination of products Ak Al Am. Therefore 
it can be concluded immediately that A Aj(1 + 6)-1 is bounded on Lq, and 
II A i A j(1 + 6t111q--.q :::; IIAjA(1 + 6t111p--.p 
+c sup IIAk(1 + 6t111q--.q· IIAlAm(1 + 6t111p--.p 
1 ~k ,l ,m~d 
Since boundedness of A Aj(I + 6 )-1 on Lq immediately implies the estimates 
(4.9) on Lq the proof of the theorem is complete. • 
The operators A;CH + 6)-1/2 and Ai(AI + 6)-1/2 will now be considered. 
The square root of an operator X is defined by the integral 
Pazy [Paz] gives a description of this operator. 
Theorem 4.3.4 For each p E (1, 00) and A > 0 there exists Cp,>. > 0 such that 
(4.18) 
for all 4> E Lp ;1 . Similarly for each p E (1 , 00) and A > (32/ P there is a Cp,>. > 0 
such that 
(4.19) 
for all ~ E Lp;1. 
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Proof The proof of Theorem 4.3.4 has the same structure as that of Theo-
rem 4.3.1. The details will therefore only be sketched. The full proof can be 
found in [BuR]. Again Robinson is responsible for Steps 1,2 and 4. 
Step 1 Fix >. > 0 and p E [1, (0). Then, as in Step 1 of Theorem 4.3.1 it can be 
established that the operator S1 = A(.H + 6)-1/2 is bounded on Lp if and 
only if the operator 51 = .It((>. + /3 2 / p ) I + 6)-1/2 is bounded on Lp. Hence, for 
each p and >. , (4.18) holds if and only if (4.19) holds. 
Step 2 Boundedness of S1 on L 2 • 
Since 
IIAi 4>11; - (4), At 4» 
< (4), (>.I + 6) 4» 
II(>'I + 6)1/24>11; 
for all >. ~ 0, S1 is bounded on L2 for all >. ~ O. Therefore 51 is bounded on L2 
for all >. ~ O. 
Step 3 Boundedness of S1 on Lp for 1 < p < 2. 
If T6 is the semigl'Oup generated by 6 on Lp and>' > 0 then (>.I + 6)-1/2 is 
given by the Laplace transform 
( 4.20) 
(see [Paz] §2.6). 
If K is the kernel which determines the action of T on Lp then the kernel 
determines the action of (>.I + 6)-1/2. The proof of Theorem 6.1 of [Rob1] may 
be used to convert the bounds (4.3) on K into the following bounds on K>. for 
sufficiently large >.: 
where a>., band c are positive constants, 9 E G\{e} and d ~ 2. The operator 
(>.I +6)-1/2 is determined by the kernel K>. when >. > /3 2/ p. Then Siis defined as 
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an operator from Lp;oo to Lp;oo and is determined by the pointwise left derivative 
Ki = AiKA of K A. The method of Theorem 6.1 of [Rob1] may be used to derive 
bounds 
(4.21) IKi(g)1 < aA Igl-d e-(bA1 / 2 -C)lol 
I(Ak Ki)(g) 1 < aA Igl-d- 1 e-(bA1 / 2 _C)lol 
for>. large enough, where a A, band c are positive constants. Corollary 3.2.10 
may now be applied to deduce that Si extends to a bounded operator on Lp for 
1 < p < 2 and for>. large enough. 
Step 4 Duality. 
A duality argument similar to that of Theorem 4.3 .1 shows that for>. large 
enough Si is also bounded on Lq for 2 < q < 00. Inequalities (4.18) and (4.19) 
have therefore been established for>. large enough. To prove these inequalities 
for all >. note that if >. > 0 
7r 1000 dl£ J.L-1/2 (>.1 + 6)((J.L + >.)1 + 6t1 
7r 1000 dJ.LI£-1/2 (I - J.L((J.L + >.)1 + 6)-1) 
Hence, if >. > 0, >'0 > 0 and 4> E Lp;oo, then 
11(>'1 + 6)1/24> 
Thus for each >'0 > 0 
(>'01 + 6)1/2 4>llp 
< 7r 1000 dJ.L J.L1/2 • 
. II((J.L + >'0)1 + 6t l 4> - ((J.L + >.)1 + 6t l 4>llp 
7r1>' - >'01 1000 dJ.L 1£1/2 . 
·11((1£ + >'0)1 + 6)-1((J.L + >.)1 + 6)-14>llp 
r oo J.L1/2 
< 7r1>' - >'01 Jo dJ.L (J.L + >'0)(J.L + >.) 114>llp . 
Finally, if >'0 > 0 the contractivity of T6 and (4.20) may be used to derive the 
following estimate: 
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Therefore 
and it follows that (4.18) is valid for all A > O. The inequality (4.19) follows by 
Step 1. • 
4.4 Differential structure 
The a priori inequalities of the previous section may be used to prove the Lie 
group analogue of the estimates (4.1) on Rd. This shows that the differential 
structure of a Lie group is determined by any Laplacian on the group. The 
following result is due to Robinson. 
Theorem 4.4.1 For each p E (1, coL m E IN, and A > 0, Lp;m = 'D((AI + .6.)m/2) 
and there is a Cp,m,A > 0 such that 
for all </> E Lp;m. If A > (32/p, Lp;m = 'D((AI + L)m/2) and there is a Cp,m,A > 0 
such that 
( 4.23) A m/2 A A A < II(AI + .6.) </>llp::; Cp,m,A 11</>llp;m 
for all 4> E Lp;m. 
Proof First consider (4.22) for m = 1. The lower bound is established by Theo-
rem 4.3.4 The upper bound will now be derived. 
If </> E Lp;2 and 1/J E Lq where p and q are conjugate, then 
d 
(1/J , </» = L (A (AI + .6.t1/ 2 1/J, Ai(AI + .6.t1/ 2 </» 
i=1 
Therefore 
d 
1 (1/J, </» 1 < LilA (AI + .6.) - 1/21/J Ilq . IIA( AI + .6.) -1/2 </>llp 
i=1 
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because II (,\1 + 6. )-1/2 IIq-+ q ~ ,\-1/2. But the lower bound, which has already been 
established, gives 
and consequently 
If </> is replaced by (,\1 + 6.) 1/2 </> and the supremum is taken over 'Ij; it follows that 
d 
11(,\1 + 6.)1/2 </>IIp ~ Cq,l ,A L II Ai </>IIp + ,\1/2 II</>IIp . 
i= l 
This establishes the upper bound for m = 1 on L p ;2 . By continuity this bound 
can be extended to L p ;l. The lower bound of (4.22) for m = 2 follows from 
Theorem 4.3 .1. But the upper bound is evident since 6. is quadratic in the A. 
Therefore the bounds (4.22) have now been established for m = 1, and m = 2. 
The values m ~ 3 are handled by induction. 
But 
Assume the bounds (4.22) are valid for m = 1,2, .. . 2N. Then 
L IIA7f2</>IIp;2N 
17f2 1 ~ 1 
< Cp,2N,A L 11(,\1 + 6.)N A7f2</>IIp 
17f2 1~1 
Cp,2N,A (11(,\1 + 6.)N </>IIp + t 11(,\1 + 6.) Ai</> lip ) 
Therefore 
II </>IIp,2N+1 < Cp,2N,A (11(,\1 + 6. )N </>IIp + t IIAi('\I + 6.)N </>IIp 
+ t II( ad Ai )(('\ + 6.)N)</>IIp) 
Cp,2N,A (11(,\1 + 6.)N </>IIP;l + t II( ad Ai)(('\ + 6.)N)</>IIp) . 
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Now ( ad Ai)((>.I + 6)N) is a polynomial of order 2N in the generators Aj. 
Hence, the lower bounds of (4.22) for m = 1 and m = 2N can be used to establish 
the bounds 
(4.24) 
Alternatively, 
L IIA1I'2</>llp;2N 
111'219 
< Cp,2N,>. L 11(>'1 + 6)N A1I'2</>llp 
111'219 
and the same commutation method, together with the bounds (4.22) for m = 2 
and (4.24), establishes the bounds 
for all </> E V(6N +1) . Thus the lower bounds of (4.22) follow by induction for all 
mE IN. 
The reasoning for the upper bounds is simpler. If the bounds are valid for 
m = 1 then 
But (>.1 + 6)N is a polynomial of order 2N in the Aj and hence it immediately 
follows that 
for all </> E Lp ;2N+l. Moreover , (>.1 + 6)N+l is a polynomial of order 2N + 2 in 
the Aj so 
for all </> E Lp ;2N+2' This completes the proof of the bounds (4.22). 
The reasoning for (4.23) is very similar but now (4.10) and (4.19) are the 
starting points . No further details will be given. _ 
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Remark 4.4.2 Note that the identification Lp;m = V(()'I + ~)m/2) implies a 
certain universality. The definition of Lp;m is independent of the choice of basis 
aI, ... ,ad· But the definition of ~ is certainly basis dependent . Nevertheless it 
can be concluded that V(()'I + ~)m/2) is basis independent. But v(~m/2) = 
V(()'I + ~)m/2). Hence the domains v(~m/2) are the same for all Laplacians. 
Remark 4.4.3 The result has been stated for Lp;m and Lp;m. Similar results can 
be derived for Lp;m and Lp;m using Theorem 4.4.1 and the properties of the map 
H : Lp -+ Lp introduced on page 14. 
Remark 4.4.4 The estimates of Theorem 4.4.1 may be strengthened if G is 
compact. In this case it is possible to derive estimates analogous to (4.2). Only 
the result is stated here. The proof, which is due to Robinson, may be found in 
[BuR]. 
Theorem 4.4.5 Let G be a compact group. For each p E (1, 00) and m E IN 
Lp;m = V( ~ m/2) and there is a Cp,m such that 
(4.25) c;,~ sup IIA7r 4>IIp ::; II 6 m/2 4>IIp ::; Cp,m sup IIA7r 4>IIp 
{7r:I7rI=m} {7r:I7rI=m} 
for all 4> E Lp;m. • 
4.5 Elliptic operators and differential structure 
in Lp representations 
Until now this chapter has been concerned with characterising the differential 
structure of the Lp representations by the Laplacian. The differential structure 
of these representations is similarly determined by any strongly elliptic operator. 
The following remarks are due to Robinson and details may be found in [Rob2]. 
Let Am be an mth order strongly elliptic operator and let ). E R be large 
enough that Am + ). I generates a bounded semigroup. Then in L2 the do-
mains of ~n/2 and (Am + ). I)n/m are equal for any n E IN and on the 
common domain the graph norm of ~ n/2 is equivalent to the graph norm of 
(Am + ). I)n/m. Therefore, the results of the previous section may be used to 
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show that 'D((Am + ). I)n/m) = L2;n and that the graph norm of (Am + ). I)n/m 
is equivalent to the L 2;n norm. 
Kernel estimates and Theorem 3.2.1 then establish that Lp;n = 'D((Am + ). I)nlm) 
and that the Lp;n norm is equivalent to the graph norm of (Am + ). [tim for 
each n E IN. 
4.6 Elliptic operators and differential structure 
in general representations 
The differential structure of a general representation U of G is at least partly 
determined by that of any elliptic operator. This section will provide a summary 
of what is known about the connection between the two differential structures. 
The results are taken from [Rob2]. 
If Am is an mth order elliptic operator and Am is its closure, then 
Therefore, Xoo = nn~ l 'D(A~). 
If 'D(A~) is given the graph norm 
X -t "A~xll + Ilxll 
then the inclusion Xnm ~ 'D(A~) is continuous since A~ is of order mn in the gen-
erators Ai, 1 ~ i ~ d. In addition the inclusion 'D(A~) ~ Xnm- 1 is continuous. 
This is a consequence of the closed graph theorem. Therefore, the Frechet topol-
ogy on X oo defined by the set of norms {II, lin : n 2: 1} is equivalent to the Frechet 
topology defined by the norms {II . IIA:~. : n 2: 1} where IlxlIA::, = IIA~xll + Ilxll is 
the graph norm on 'D( A~). 
It is not generally true that 'D(.Am) ~ Xm. For example, the inclusion fails 
for translations on Co(F~d) or L1 (Rd) when Am is the Laplacian 6. . 
It is natural to seek a relationship between the space Xn and the domain of 
the fractional power (.Am + ). I)n/m for n E IN where). is chosen sufficiently 
large that the fractional power can be defined. It is of interest to determine the 
representations which satisfy 
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(i) Xn = V((Am + A I)n/m) for all n E IN. 
(ii) The Xn-norm is equivalent to the norm x E Xn ---t II(Am + A I)n/mxll + Ilxll 
for all n E IN. 
It is known that these two properties are satisfied by left and right translations 
on Lp-spaces (see §4.3 and §4.4 above), by unitary representations [Rob2]' by 
Lipshitz representations [Rob2]' and by principal series representations [Elsl]. 
Recently, Elst has established in [Els2] that if a representation satisfies the 
condition 
for some large A and for all x E XOCl) then it satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) above. 
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Chapter 5 
Further work 
5.1 A priori estimates for sub-Laplacians 
Let al, . . . ,ad! be a Lie algebra basis for g , i.e. g is spanned by al, ... , ad! 
together with the commutators of all orders of these elements. So dl ::; d. The 
corresponding generators A l , ... , Ad! are defined on Lp as in §1.4 and the sub-
Laplacian determined by al, . . . , ad! is defined by 
d! 
6. = - LAi 
i=l 
The subspaces L;,m of Lp are defined by 
L;;m = n V(A?r) 
l?rl~m 
where the intersection is taken over the domains of all monomials of order::; m 
in the generators Al , ... , Adl . The space L;;m is given the natural norm 
11'l/J11;;m = L IIA?r'l/Jllp 
l?rl~m 
where the sum includes all monomials of order::; min A l , ... ,Ad!' 
The sub-Laplacian has similar properties to the Laplacian. For example, 6. 
generates a semigroup on Lp which is determined by a universal kernel satisfying 
similar bounds to (4.3). It might then be expected that 6. satisfies similar a 
priori bounds to those satisfied by 6. For example, 
(5.1) 
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for'I/J E L;;2. 
However, problems arise when the methods of Chapter 4 are used to prove 
(5.1). The first problem arises in the case p = 2. Since the commutator ( ad ~$)(A) 
is not necessarily quadratic in AI , ... , Ad! the proof used in Step 2 of The-
orem 4.3.1 cannot be immediately transferred to the sub-Laplacian situation. 
However, the proof there does establish that 
(5.2) 
for all € > 0, 'I/J E Lb and i = 1, ... , dl . 
A second problem occurs because the local arguments of Chapters 3 and 4 
can not be immediately duplicated in the present setting. 
Rothschild and Stein established estimates of the form (5.1) in [RoS] for func-
tions having small support, i.e. they es tablished that if 9 E G, there is a neigh-
bOUl·hood Ng of 9 such that 
(5.3) 
for 'I/J E C~(Ng). When G is compact (11.2), (5.3), and a partition of unity may 
be used to establish (5.1) for p = 2. 
When p = 2 bounds of the form (5.1) do exist for particular groups G. For 
example, let G be the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group. The elements of G may 
be represented in the form 
1 x y 
(x ,y,z) = 0 1 z 
o 0 1 
where x, y , z E R. ,Multiplication in G IS gIven by matrix multiplication, 
dg = dx dy dz = dg, and the Lie algebra g of G consists of matrices of the 
form 
(a, b, c) = [~ ~ : 1 
000 
where a, b, c E R. The Lie algebra product of two elements (a, b, c) and (d, e, J) in 
g is given by their commutator [(a , b, c), (d, e, J)] in GL(3 , R) and the exponential 
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map is given by matrix exponentiation. Choose 
010 
al = 0 0 0 
000 
000 
, a2 = 0 0 1 
000 
o 0 1 
and aa = 0 0 0 
000 
Then ( ad al)(a2) = aa and {al ,a2 } is a Lie algebra basis for G (so dl = 2 
here). The corresponding operators A l , A 2 , and Aa on Lp are given by 
Al = %x + z%y , A2 = %z , Aa = %y. 
The following proof of (5.1) when G is the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group 
comes from [BeG] p.19-21. It is first shown that if j , k E {1 , 2} then 
(5.4) 
where 11 .//2 is the L2 {Ra) norm. 
Using the relations [Al, A 2] = Aa and [Al' Aa] = [A2, Aa] = 0 and integrating 
by parts 
(Al A 2'f, AlA2'f) < I(Al A2'f, A2Al'f) 1 + I(Al A2'f, Aa'f) 1 
I(A2Al A2'f, Al'f) 1 + I(Al A2'f , Aa'f) I 
< I(AlA~'f,Al'f)1 + I (Aa A 2'f, Al'f) I + I(Al A2'f,Aa'f)1 
< IIAi'fll~ + IIA~'fII~ + 21(Al A2'f, Aa'f) I 
< IIAi'fll~ + IIA~'fII~ + 1/21IAlA2'f11~ + 21IAa'fll~ 
which proves (5.4) for j = 1, k = 2. The case j = 2, k = 1 is treated similarly 
and the case j = k is obvious. In view of (5.2)' (5.1) follows if it can be shown 
that 
(5 .5) 
The first step is to take the Fourier transform in the variables (x , y) and 
denote the dual variables by (~ , TJ) . Then, integrating only over the z variable 
and using Plancherel's theorem , it can be seen that the inequalities (5.5) are 
equivalent to the following set of inequalities for (x , y) E R x R, and functions 
4> = 4>{z) E C~{R), 
(5.6) II{~ + MzTJ)24>112 + IID;4>11 2 + TJ 2 114>11 2 < ell 6 e,'1 4>112 
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where 11·11 is the L2 (R)-norm, Dz</> = i-1 d</>/dz, Mz</>(z ) = z</>(z) and 
(5.7) 
If 77 = 0, (5 .6) is established by taking the Fourier transform in the z variable. 
It may therefore be assumed that 77 = O. The variable e may now be eliminated 
from (5 .6) and (5.7) by translating the z variable. Let 
for p > 0 be unitary dilations in L2(R). Then 
Take p = 1771-1 / 2 • It can then be seen that (5.6) (with e = 0) holds in general if 
and only if it holds in the two cases 77 = ±l. Thus (5.6) has been reduced to 
where 2:.1 = M: + D;. Then 
where I is the identity operator. So 
D4+M4 
z z < D! + DzM; Dz + M; + MzD;Mz 
Dz 2:.1 Dz + Mz 2:.1 Mz 
6 i + [Dz, 2:. 1]Dz + [Mz, 2:.1]Mz 
2:.i + [Dz, M;]Dz + [Mz, D;]Mz 
2:.i - 2iMzDz + 2iDzMz 
6i + 2I 
< 3 6i 
Therefore 
and (5.5) follows . 
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5.2 A priori bounds 
The a priori inequalities (4.2) for Rd and (4.25) for compact Lie groups are 
stronger than those derived in this thesis for general Lie groups. In order to 
strengthen the general bounds it seems necessary to find an appropriate defini-
tion of !.::" -1. On Rd, !.::" -1 is defined by way of the Riesz transforms which in turn 
are defined by singular integrals. In the compact case!'::" -1 is defined after the 
constant functions have been projected out. The first task would be to deter-
mine whether the Riesz transforms A!'::" -1/2 are bounded. The kernel associated 
with Ai!'::" -1/2 will not be integrable at infinity in general (see [BuR] §6) and so it 
seems necessary to strengthen the results of Chapter 3 to include singular integral 
operators which have kernels that are not integrable at infinity. The localisation 
techniques of Chapter 3 cannot be used to provide such an improvement. 
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.1 Introduction 
This appendix is a survey of the literature pertinent to this thesis. It has five 
sections, each dealing with different aspects of the work. It concludes with a 
reasonably complete bibliography. The notation and concepts necessary to un-
derstand the literature survey are provided in this first section. 
As before let G be a Lie group and g its Lie algebra. Let X = Xl , .. . , X k 
be a set of vector fields on G. Unless otherwise stated I assume throughout 
this appendix that the vector fields in X satisfy the Hormander condition which 
means that, together with their successive brackets, they linearly span the tangent 
space of G at every point. The set X can be used to define a distance on G in 
the following way. Let s(t) E G, 0 ~ t ~ 1 be an absolutely continuous path 
in G such that 
(s)(t) = ds(8/8 t) 
Define the length lsi of the path s by 
Then the distance between two points x, y EGis defined by 
d(x, y) = dx(x, y) = inf{l s l; s(O) = x, s( l) = y} 
where the infimum is taken over all paths that satisfy the above conditions. This 
distance induces the canonical topology on G ([Car], [Bon]) and is left (right) 
invariant if the vector fields in X are all left (right) invariant. (Note that in this 
appendix I have abandoned the notation Ai and Ai for right and left invariant 
vector fields respectively and will use the set X to denote both possibilities.) Let 
B t be the ball of radius t with respect to the distance d centred at e E G and 
let V (t) be the volume of B t with respect to left (or right) Haar measure. Then 
it was shown in [NSW] that there is an integer 8 = 8( G, X) > 0 such that 
e-I t 6 < V(t) < et6 for 0 < t < 1 and some constant e > O. If the set X 
contains d vector fields which linearly span the tangent space of G at all points 
(where d is th dimension of G as in the thesis) then the integer 8 above is equal 
to d. For nilpotent groups 8 may be computed explicitly in the following way. 
For j = 0, 1, 2, ... , let K j be the subspace of g spanned by the commutators 
[Xijl [Xi2 , .. . , XiJ ... ] of length Q :S j. Then 
00 
8 = L(j + l)dim[K(j + 1)/ K j ] 
j=O 
In addition Lie groups may be classified by their volume growth at infinity. 
A Lie group is called an exponential group if there is a C ~ 0 such that 
This is expressed by the notation V(t) ~ et ([Var15], p. 355). 
If G is not exponential then its volume grows polynomially at infinity in the 
sense that there is a number D E 0, 1, ... such that 
This is expressed by the notation V (t) ~ tD . The number D is called the 
dimension at infinity of the group. The group G is called polynomial and is 
necessarily unimodular. Nilpotent groups are polynomial and the dimension at 
infinity of simply connected nilpotent groups may be calculated as follows. Let 
gl = g and gk+l = [gk, g] for k = 1,2, ... . Let 
00 
D = D(G) = D(g) = L kdim(gk/gk+l) 
k=l 
Then Varopoulos calls D the Dirichlet dimension of G and shows in [Var14] 
Section 7 that 
See [Gui] for details regarding the two types of groups. This division into 
exponential and unimodular groups (and the dimension at infinity of polynomial 
groups) is independent of the set X of Hormander fields used to define the distance 
([Var15], pp. 354-355). 
Spaces of homogeneous type are triples (X, d, f.L) where d is a quasi-distance 
on the space X and f.L is a measure on X. One of the defining properties of 
homogeneous spaces is that there is a constant A > 0 such that 
for all t > 0 where B t is the ball in X of radius t with respect to the quasi-distance 
d. Therefore, the volume in X grows polynomially with respect to d. Polynomial 
Lie groups are examples of spaces of homogeneous type. The book [CoWl] is a 
useful reference for spaces of homogeneous type. Hardy spaces HP (p 2:: 1) were 
first introduced on the circle and Rd but were extended to spaces of homogeneous 
type in [CoW2] where an atomic decomposition of "functions" in HP was also 
given. If 0 < p < q, P ::; 1 ::; q ::; 00, a function a(x) is called a 
(p, q) -atom if 
(i) the support of a is contained in a ball Br(xo) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
J a(x)d/-L(x) = 0 . 
Elements h of HP may be written h = L:~o Ajaj where the ai's are (p, q)-atoms 
(q is any fixed number 2:: 1) and L:~o IAjlP < 00. The spaces HP are complete 
metric spaces under the metric 
00 
Ilhll H p = inf(L: IAjlP : h 
j =O 
and HI is a Banach space contained in £1(X, d/-L). An operator B on HP is said 
to be of weak-type (HP,p) if there is a constant M > 0 such that 
for all h E HP and A > O. The reference [CoW2] summarizes the development 
of the theory of HP spaces and describes the sense in which HI is a substitute 
for £1. Another aspect of the theory is the duality between HI and BMO and 
betw en HP, p < 1 and the Lipshitz spaces. 
.2 Sobolevembeddings 
It should be emphasised that theorem 2.2.3 duplicates a result of Varopoulos 
[Var15]. It was included because its proof is simpler than Varopoulos' and fol-
lows the lines of Sobolev's proof [Sob2]. Theorem 2.2.3 is actually weaker than 
Varopoulos' result since it does not cover the case P = 1. In R d the case P = 1 
is treated separately since it is possible to prove the inequality 
d 
(.8) 1IJIId/d-1 :s (IT 110110xjlld l /d , 1 E C':(G). 
j=l 
The result for P = 1 then follows from the arithmetic-geometric inequality. 
See [Ste1] pp. 128-130 for details. If the analogous inequality could be proved on 
a Lie group the embedding of theorem 2.2.3 for the case P = 1 would follow in the 
same way. The above inequality does not hold on all Lie groups (for example let 
G be compact and take 1 to be a constant function) but it has been established 
on some groups. Inequalities of the type (.8) on real, connected nilpotent Lie 
groups were investigated in [Sa16] (summ!'l.rized in [Sa12]) and a characterization 
was given of the set of (k + l)-tuplets (where the set X contains k fields) of real 
positive numbers (lin, D(l), ... , D(k)) such that the following inequality holds 
k 
1111In/n-1 :s c IT (1IXj 11Id l / nj , 1 E C':(G). 
j=l 
Saloff-Coste also provides in [Sa14] a related inequality for the simply con-
nected Lie group associated to the free , nilpotent Lie algebra of rank n and with 
k generators Xl, ... , X k · For this group he states that if 1 < Pi < 00, 
i E I , ... , k, P < 8 and kip = L:7=1 1/Pi then 
k 
11111 8p/(8-p) :s C( IT IIXdllpY/\ 1 E C':(G). 
i=l 
It was mentioned in the main body of the thesis that the situation for Sobolev 
embeddings in Lie groups is complicated by the various types of invariance that 
are available. The existence of embeddings is also dependent on the geometric 
behaviour of the group. Consequently, different types of embeddings exist for 
different Lie groups. The geometric behaviour which seems to have most effect 
on the existenc of embeddings is the volume growth both at infinity and at the 
identity of the group. The literature examines a number of embedding types 
which I now summarize. 
The first type of embedding comes from inequalities of the form 
(.9) Ilfllq ::; C l: IlxQ flip, ,f E C~(G) 
IQI~m 
where XQ = XQj ... X Qm for the multi-index a = (aI, ... , am) with lal = m. 
Once (.9) has been established for m = 1 and for appropriate p and q, similar 
inequalities for higher derivatives may be derived using an inductive argument 
(see [Stell, p. 130) . 
Example 2.2.8 of of Ch 2 demonstrates that in general these inequalities only 
hold for left Haar measure combined with left invariant vector fields (or right 
Haar measure combined with right invariant vector fields) so I assume for the 
moment that X contains left invariant vector fields and that the Lp spaces are 
with respect to left Haar measure. In the notation of Ch 2, (.9) then corresponds 
to the embedding Lp;m ~ Lq. Varopoulos calls these 'local' Sobolev estimates 
([Var15l, p. 356) since the range of p and q for which the embedding exists is 
only affected by the volume growth in G at the identity (i.e. by the number 8). 
Varopoulos shows in [Var15] that (.9) holds for p ~ 1, p ::; q ::; p8j(8 - mp), 
p < 81m. 
In the literature Sobolev spaces are sometimes defined in terms of the sub-
Laplacian determined by the vector fields in X. For example, Sobolev spaces 
may be defined by the domains of the operators (I + 6.)m/2 with the norm 
f ---t II (I + 6. )m/2 f lip· Fractional Sobolev spaces may be defined in this way. 
In view of Theorem 4.4.1, the Sobolev spaces defined using the sub- Laplacian 
coincide with the Sobolev spaces Lp;m, Lp;m etc. (depending on the invariance of 
the vector fields and measure) used in this thesis and the two norms are equivalent . 
Taking this into account, Coulhon and Saloff-Coste [CoS2] show that if G is 
connected and unimodular and X contains left invariant vector fields, inequality 
(.9) holds for 1 < p < 00 and p ::; q ::; p81(8 - mp), p < 81m. Results 
of this type are also proved for non-compact type symmetric spaces in [Loh3] . 
Strichartz [Str2] analyses the Sobolev spaces on complete Riemannian manifolds. 
However, stronger estimates may be proved for some Lie groups. This requires 
the introduction of a Sobolev semi- norm. The Sobolev semi-norm //.//p;m (my 
notation) is defined by 
IIfllP;m = L IIxafli p 
lal=m 
where the sum is taken over all m-tuples a with each aj E 1, ... k . This semi-
norm is related to the Sobolev norm II.IIp;m (i.e. with respect to left Haar measure 
and left invariant vector fields) used throughout the thesis by 
IIfllp;m = L IIf//p;n. 
n~m 
A stronger form of (.9) may now be expressed as 
(.10) IIfllq ~ CllfllP;m , f E C~(G). 
Once again inequalities similar to (.10) for higher derivatives follow by in-
duction once (.10) has been established when m = l. Varopoulos terms these 
'global' Sobolev embeddings since the values of p and q for which (.10) holds 
depend on the volume growth in G both at the identity and at infinity. 
The nature of the solutions to (.10) for q in terms of p and m make it conve-
nient to rewrite (.10) in the form 
(.n) IIfilpn/n- mp ~ CllfllP;m ,f E C~(G). 
This is reminiscent of the Sobolev embedding theorem. On R d, (.11) holds if 
and only if n = d. Following the lead of Varopoulos ([VarI5], section 6) I denote 
the estimate (.ll) by Sobn(p , m). 
It is worth noting that for both (.9) and (.ll) the case p = 1 is of special 
importance since, once these inequalities have been established when p = 1, the 
inequalities for p > 1 may be derived by applying the p = 1 result to fa for 
an appropriate a and using the Holder inequality ([VarI5], p. 357 and [VarI4] p. 
410). For example, 
IIfilpn/n- p IIfall~/~~{p(n- l) (a = p(n - 1)/(n - p)) 
< C(IIfallP;l)(n- p)/p(n- l) (from p = 1 result) 
etc. 
G L "r:t- 1Xdll~n-p)/p(n-l) 
< GIIJ':t-lll~/;~i/(n-l)p(llfIIP;l )(n-p)/p(n- l) 
Gllf 11;Z(~~p~n-l)p (1IfIIP) )(n-p)/p(n-l) 
In [Var14] (summarized in [Var2]) Varopoulos shows that, for simply con-
nected nilpotent Lie groups with Dirichlet dimension D, Sobn(p, l) holds for 
8 < n :S D, n > p (and therefore that Sobn(p, m) holds for 8 :S n :S D, 
n > mp. Saloff-Coste uses a different method to prove a related result for nilpo-
tent groups in [Sa16] . Pansu [Pan] had previously established Sobn(p,l) when 
n 2:: 4 for functions with small support on the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group 
(D = 4). Later, Saloff-Coste established Sobn(p, m) when n = D, mp < D for 
nilpotent , connected, simply connected, stratified Lie groups [Sa14]. Varopoulos 
extended his results to unimodular Lie groups in [Var15]. If G is unimodular 
and exponential, then Sobn(p, m) holds if and only if n 2:: 8, n > mp. If G 
is polynomial with dimension at infinity D, then Sobn(p, m) holds if and only if 
8 :S n :S D , n > mp. Saloff-Coste states this result for polynomial groups in 
[Sa17] (summarized in [Sa15]) and indicates that his proof is quite different from 
that of Varopoulos. For some groups the interval for n is empty (e.g. for compact 
groups D = 0) in which case the inequality never holds. 
Varopoulos has also improved the estimates Sobn(p, m) in some cases. In 
[Var16], [Var8] he proves that for non- compact , connected, semi-simple Lie groups 
the estimate 
Ilfll~n/n-2 :S G((llfI12;1)2 - Allfll~) , f E G~(G) 
holds if and only if n 2:: 8 where the vector fields in X are admissible (see [Var8] 
for a definition) and 
A = Ax = inf{ < f , 6.f > /Ilfll~ : f E G~(G), f =1= O} 
is the spectral gap. 
For non-unimodular Lie groups, Varopoulos studied a different but related 
set of estimates. For the moment all Lp norms are with respect to right. Haar 
measure and as before the set X contains left invariant vector fields. Varopoulos 
determines in [Var16] (summarized in [Var7]) the values of a, /3, p and q such 
that the inequality 
(.12) 
holds when G is not unimodular and m i= 1 is its modular function. The 
inequality is satisfied only if l/q - a = l/p - /3 and q ~ p. The result 
is in two parts and is easier to state if q is replaced by pn/ (n - p) again where 
p < n ~ 00. If /3 i= 0, (.12) holds if and only if n ~ b. If /3 = 0 and 
1 ~ p < q (i.e. n i= 00), (.12) holds if and only if n ~ b. In some but not all 
cases (.12) is satisfied when /3 = 0 and p = q (n = 00) so that the estimate 
(.13) IIfllp ~ CL IIXi/llp, f E C':(G) 
i 
is obtained. In fact, for p = 2, Varopoulos shows that (. 13) holds if and only if G 
is not amenable ([Var16] section 4). If a = l /q, /3 = l/p and q = np/(n _ p) , 
(.12) becomes 
IIflinp/(n-p) ~ Cllfll p;!, f E C':(G) 
where the norms are now with respect to left Haar measure and /I.lIp;! is the semi-
norm defined above. The implication is that for non-unimodular groups Sobn(p , 1) 
holds if and only if n ~ b, n > p (i.e. p < band p ~ q ~ pb/(b _ p) 
or p ~ band p ~ q < 00). This coincides with the result for unimodular 
exponential groups and completes the analysis of the inequalities Sobn(p, m). 
For a > 0 define the semi-norm Np;o.(.) on C~(G) by Np;o. (J) = 1160./2 flip 
where 6 is the sub-Laplacian determined by X. If the group G satisfies the 
estimates (4.25) of Theorem 4.4.5 and a is a positive integer, then Np;o.(.) is 
equivalent to the semi-norm Ilf/lP;o. defined earlier. In view of (.11) it is reasonable 
to investigate inequalities of the form 
(.14) Ilfllpn/n-po. ~ CNp;o. (J) , f E C':(G). 
These inequalities, which I call Sobn(p, a)', were investigated by Coulhon and 
Saloff-Coste in [CoS2] (summarized in [CoS1]). Their results, which almost dupli-
cate Varopoulos' results for Sobn(p, a), may be summarized as follows. Assume 
8 < D (so compact groups are excluded), 0: > 0 and 1 < p < 00. If G is 
unimodular and exponential, then Sobn(p,o:)' holds if n 2: 8, n > mp. If G is 
polynomial with dimension at infinity D, then Sobn(p, 0:)' holds if 8 ::; n ::; D, 
n > mp. If p = 1 the above results are valid except that the closed inter-
vals for n become open intervals and the Lpn/n-po. norms at the finite ends of 
the intervals become weak Lpn/n-po. norms. It is remarked in [CoS2] that the 
condition 8 < D is satisfied by simply connected, nilpotent groups but not nec-
essarily by non-simply connected nilpotent groups. The inequalities Sobn(p,o:)' 
are consequences of general theorems involving semi-groups. Extending an idea 
of Varopoulos [Var13], Coulhon and Saloff- Coste attach a 'local' dimension and 
a dimension 'at infinity' to semi-groups Tt on L2 spaces. The local dimension is 
a number dloc such that 
The dimension at infinity is a number doo such that 
where S is dense in the domain of the generator A of Tt . Inequalities of the form 
follow for certain values of p, q and 0: which depend on dloc and doo . The heat 
semi-group on a connected, polynomial Lie group has dimensions dloc = 8 and 
d
oo 
= D. The heat semi-group on a connected, exponential, unimodular Lie 
group has dimensions d10c = 8 and doo = n for all n 2: 0 [Var15] . 
Bohnke [Boh] analyses the Sobolev spaces Lp;o. on stratified, nilpotent Lie 
groups G and shows that if p is the homogeneous dimension of G, 1 < p < 00 and 
0: > pip then Lp;o. is a Banach algebra with respect to the pointwise function 
product. He also provides alternative characterisations of the Sobolev spaces on 
these groups in terms of the Riesz and Bessel kernels. 
.3 Riesz transforms and differential structure 
Let 6. = - L:1=1 xl be the sub-Laplacian associated with the vector fields in X 
which, for the moment, are assumed to be left invariant. Let ~ = Xi 6. -1/2 be 
the associated Riesz transforms. 
Chapter 4 compared powers of the (full) Laplacian with the vector fields that 
determine it. A strong form of equivalence is quoted in Theorem 4.4.5 for compact 
groups. This result is already known on Rd. Part of the work towards establishing 
these results involves showing that the Riesz transforms are bounded on the Lp 
spaces. 
The argument used to show the L2 boundedness of the Riesz transforms 
Xi 6. -1/2 (p. 56) also occurs in [Str2] and [GQS]. 
Saloff-Coste [SaI7] (summarized in [SaI5]) states that ~ is bounded on Lp 
for 1 < p ::; 2 when G is connected and polynomial and is also bounded 
from L1 to weak L1. Alexopoulos [Ale] states that the operators ~ and 6.- 1/2X i 
are bounded on Lp for 1 < p < 00 when G is connected, polynomial and 
solvable. For groups of this type he states that the operator Xl 6. -1 is not nec-
essarily bounded on L2 and therefore inequalities of the form (4.25) cannot be 
expected for these groups. Lohoue and Yaropoulos [LoY] state that operators of 
the form 6.-s/2Xi6.-t/2, where s, t ~ 0 and s + t = 1, are bounded on Lp 
for 1 < p < 00 when G is nilpotent and are also bounded from L1 to weak 
L1 in this case. This result was already known for stratified Lie groups [ChG], 
[FoS] . Stein [Ste2] shows that ~ is bounded on Lp for 1 < p < 00 when G is 
compact and 6. is a bi-invariant Laplacian. Folland ([Fol] Corollary 4.13) estab-
lishes the boundedness of Riesz transforms for stratified groups and a canonical 
Laplacian and Anker [Ank2] establishes the boundedness of Riesz transforms for 
noncompact symmetric spaces. 
Gaudry, Qian and Sjogren study the ax + b group in [GQS]. They choose 
a basis X and Y for the Lie algebra and, using X and Y to denote also the 
right invariant vector fields corresponding to X and Y, form the (full) Laplacian 
6. = _X2 - y2. If Zl and Z2 denote any two vector fields in the span of 
X and Y and the Lp spaces are taken with respect to left Haar measure, they 
show that Zl 6-1 Z2 is bounded on Lp for 1 < p < 00 and is also bounded 
from L1 to weak L 1. The operators ZlZ26 -1 and 6-1 ZlZ2 however are not 
bounded on Lp for 1 < p < 00; nor are they bounded from L1 to weak L1. The 
operator 6- 1 is represented as convolution by a kernel ko for which an explicit 
expression is known. This allows the authors to express the operators X 6-1 Y, 
Y 6-1 X etc. as 'essentially principal operators' with known kernels. Estimates 
for these kernels are used to prove the boundedness of the related singular integral 
operators. 
Lohom~ indicates in [Lohl] that, for non amenable unimodular groups, the 
differential structure determined by 6 coincides (partially, at least) with that 
determined by the left invariant vector fields in X (here, the term 'differential 
structure' is used in the sense of Chapter 4). If 11.IIP;m denotes the Sobolev semi-
norm introduced in section .2, his result is that for 1 < p < 00 there is a 
constant C = C(p) such that 
(.15) C-11IfIIP;a ::; 116a/2 fllP;m ::; CllfllP;a ,f E C':(G). 
for a 1 and also for a even. For a odd (a =1= 1) the upper bounds follow 
from the a = 1 result. The lower bounds follow when a is odd and p = 2 from 
the bound 
which holds for non-amenable groups, and the argument used in [BuR] section 5 
for compact groups. The inequalities (.15) for a E IN are proved in [Ste2] for a 
bi-invariant Laplacian on compact Lie groups. 
Strichartz proves that the Riesz transforms on complete Riemannian manifolds 
are Lp bounded [Str2]. Lohoue [Loh4] does the same for certain Cartan-Hadamard 
manifolds and certain choices of vector fields X. He also proves that 
IlfllP;2a ::; II 6 a fllP;m 
for a E IN in this situation. Anker and Lohoue [AnL] show that, for real normal 
and complex symmetric spaces, the Riesz transforms are of weak type (1,1). 
Recently the equivalence of differential structures given by Theorem 4.4.1 of 
the thesis was proved in [BER] for more general second order operators which 
include sub-Laplacians. A consequence of this is that the Riesz transforms 
X i (,\ + 6.)-1/2 are bounded on Lp for 1 < p < 00 and'\ > O. 
.4 Singular integrals, locally finite coverings etc 
Theorem 3.2.1 relies on a locally finite covering to prove that a certain singular 
integral operator was bounded from L1 to weak L1. A short proof of Lemma 
3.2.7 may be found in [Ankl]. There are other instances in the literature of 
locally finite coverings being used in this (or a similar) way. 
Lohoue and F'u-Liu [LoF] use such an argument to show that the operator 
is of weak type (1,1) on an n dimensional complete Riemannian manifold where 
d is the Riemannian distance. The operator on R n obtained by replacing d by 
Euclidean distance and dcr by Lebesgue measure is of weak type (1,1). A locally 
finite covering of the type described in Lemma 3.2.7 may then be used to ex-
tend this property to the original operator. The covering used in [LoF] occurs 
in [AnL] where it is attributed to E. Calabri. In [AnL] the authors use the lo-
calization/covering argument in two contexts. Much of their reasoning here is 
similar to that used in Chapter 3. In the first situation they seek to prove that 
a certain convolution operator is bounded on Lp. The kernel is broken into a 
local part and a part at infinity. The part at infinity is treated by showing that 
the kernel is bounded in Lp. The local part is treated as a classical singular 
integral and the covering lemma is used to reduce the problem to functions with 
support in a small neighbourhood of the origin. The L1-weak L1 boundedness is 
established by appealing to Theorem III.2.4 of [CoWl] rather than using Stein's 
[Stel] argument. In the second situation they prove that a maximal integral op-
erator is of weak type (1,1). Again the kernel is divided into two parts and the 
covering lemma used to restrict attention to functions with support in a small 
neighbourhood of the origin. For these functions the argument of Stein [Stel] is 
used as Chapter 3 (including the use of the Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition). 
The argument in [AnL] at this point is not as long-winded as that of the thesis, 
however. The reason for this is that Theorem 3.2.1 of the thesis makes the re-
striction that the convolution operator acts on C;;o( G) functions. Therefore, some 
smoothing is required in the course of the proof to ensure that the functions are 
in ego(C). The above restriction on the domain of the convolution operator is 
made necessary by the applications of Chapter 4. Recently, the results of Chapter 
4 were established in a more general context in [BERJ using an approach which 
obviates the need for Theorem 3.2.1. The results of [BERJ hold for certain sec-
ond order operators determined by a set X of left invariant vectors which do not 
necessarily satisfy Hormander's condition. The argument still makes use of the 
covering lemma 3.2.7 but, instead of using Stein's argument to establish Lrweak 
L1 boundedness, it uses the theorem from [CoW1J mentioned above. The need 
for Hormander's condition is removed by the introduction of a subgroup C1 ~ C 
which is the Lie subgroup associated with the Lie subalgebra generated by the 
left invariant vector fields (or, equivalently, tangent vectors at the identity) in X. 
The proof establishes an L1-weak L1 bound on C 1 and then extendes this to C 
by using the fact that the Haar measure on C is locally equivalent to the product 
measure of the Haar measure on C 1 and Lebesgue measure on R d- d , where d1 is 
the dimension of C1 . 
In [Boh], Bohnke introduces a locally finite covering (Lemma 3) on stratified, 
nilpotent Lie groups. The covering consists of quasi-balls centred at the grid 
points Zd C G where C is identified with its Lie algebra (~ R d). Bohnke first 
shows that 
for functions j , 9 E ego (C) with support in a compact set K (where 11.llp;Q de-
notes the Sobolev norm and f.g denotes the function product) and then uses the 
covering and a partition of unity to remove the dependence of the constant e on 
the compact set K . 
Localisation and Lemma 3.2.7 of the thesis are also used in [GQS], and [ElRJ 
to show that certain integral operators are of weak type (1, 1) . 
Stein 's method [StelJ for establishing Lp boundedness of singular integral op-
erators consists of two parts. The operator must be shown to be bounded on Lp 
for some p E (l,ooJ (usually p = 2) and a suitable decomposition of L1 functions 
must be given. Aimar [AimJ has adapted this method to spaces of homogeneous 
type in the sense of Coifman and Weiss. The L2 boundedness is obtained by 
an application of Cotlar's Lemma. Aimar also establishes a decomposition of 
Ll functions similar to the Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition provided by Stein 
[Ste1] pp. 17-20. He is then able to prove that certain singular integral opera-
tors on spaces of homogeneous type are of weak type (1,1) and Lp bounded for 
P E (1,00]. The paper [CoW2] explains how the results for Calder6n-Zygmund 
singular integrals on R d may be extended to spaces of homogeneous type (X, d, J-t). 
Conditions such as 
( Ik(x - y) - k(x)ldx ~ C J1xl>2lyl 
on Calder6n-Zygmund kernels on R d have natural extensions to spaces of homo-
geneous type. The use of Hardy spaces (as a substitute for Ld and the atomic 
decomposition simplifies the Lp boundedness proofs for singular integral opera-
tors. Estimates for convolut ion operators are often easily made on (p, q)-atoms 
and the corresponding estimate on general elements follows. In addition, interpo-
lation theorems exist for Lq and HP spaces. For example, the following theorem 
is proved in [Mac] 
Theorem .4.40 Suppose 0 < Pi ~ 00, Pi < P2 and {3 is a sub-linear operator of 
weak-types (HPl ,Pi) and (P2,P2). If1 < P < Pi , then B is defined and bounded 
on Lp(X, dJ-t). 
Compact Lie groups are particular examples of spaces of homogeneous type. 
Theorem 3.1 of [CoWl] establishes boundedness of convolution operators on com-
pact groups when the kernel satisfies a certain bound. This result is then applied 
to the group SU(2) . Convolution operators on SU(2) are discussed and the 
Lp-boundedness of Riesz transforms is established. Oikawa [Oik] discusses the 
theory of singular integral operators on compact groups and states conditions 
which ensure that convolution operators are of weak type (1,1) on these groups. 
In Theorem 3.2. 1 it is assumed that the singular integral operator is bounded 
on L 2 . In the general theory it is of interest to determine conditions under 
which operators are L2 bounded. For singular integral operators T on R d there 
is a theorem due to David and Journe (see [DaJ], [CoM]) which states that 
if the kernel of T satisfies estimates similar to those of Theorem 3.2.1 then T 
is L2 bounded if and only if T(l) is in the space BMO. A similar theorem is 
proved by Hu [Hu] for singular integrals with oscillating kernels. Wittman [Wit] 
gives conditions which ensure that kernels on homogeneous spaces give rise to L2 
bounded principal value operators. In the special case of R d his results reduce to 
a weaker form of the David-Journe theorem. 
Some work has been done on singular integral operators with oscillating ker-
nels on nilpotent Lie groups N. These operators are of the form 
(.16) (T J)(x) = p .v. ( eiP(x,y) K(y- 1x)f(y)dy JRd 
where N has been identified with R d via the exponential map and P is a poly-
nomial on Rd x Rd. In a series of papers Ricci and Stein [RiS1], [RiS2], [RiS3] 
study singular integral operators on nilpotent Lie groups. In [RiS1] they show 
that operators of the form (.16) are bounded on Lp for 1 < p < 00. Chanillo and 
Christ [ChC] then show that this operator is of weak type (1,1). 
Much work has been done on analysing singular integral operators which have 
a kernel with singular support in a submanifold of the Lie group. Geller and 
Stein [GeS] show that if K is a function on the Heisenberg group Hn which is 
homogeneous of degree -2n - 2 with singular support in a hyperplane, then the 
associated convolution operator is bounded on Lp for all p E (1,00). Muller 
[Mull] generalizes this result to homogeneous nilpotent Lie groups. His main 
result is that certain Calder6n-Zygmund kernels with support in a homogeneous 
continuous submanifold give convolution operators which are bounded on Lp for 
all p E (1,00). The paper [Mu12] provides a survey of developments in the theory 
of singular integral operators on certain groups (such as Rd , the Heisenberg group 
and simply connected nilpotent Lie groups) whose kernels have singular support 
on a submanifold. Ricci and Stein [RiS2], [RiS3] investigate Lp boundedness of 
these operators on nilpotent Lie groups. Other work in this area includes [Chrl], 
[Str1]. 
Theorem 3.2.1 only establishes that the convolution operator is bounded on Lp 
for 1 < p :::; 2. This is sufficient for the applications of Chapter 4 since, once it is 
known that the operator X i (). + 6)-1/2 is bounded on Lp for 1 < p :::; 2, duality 
and algebra may be used to show that it is also bounded on Lp for 2 < p < 00. 
In general this is not the case. Mantero [Man] shows that there is a convolution 
operator on the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group which is bounded on Lp for all 
p E (1 , 2] but for nop E (2,00). 
Ricci and Stein [RiS3] investigate the space of convolution operators with 
), fractional integration kernels" on nilpotent Lie groups which map Lp continu-
ously into Lq for 1 :S p, q :S 00 (cf. [Horl]). 
.5 Heat kernels 
There is an extensive literature on heat kernels on Lie groups. Issues that are 
frequently discussed include existence, analyticity and bounds (both upper and 
lower) for the kernel. Sometimes heat kernels are discussed in the more general 
context of elliptic or sub-elliptic operators [Rob2]. Methods and results relating 
to heat kernels on manifolds are also relevant. 
Existence and analyticity were established by Langlands [Lan]. More accessi-
ble proofs may be found in [Mag] and [Rob2]. 
The literature on heat kernel bounds is voluminous. For example, most papers 
referred to in sections .2 and .3 derived or quoted heat kernel bounds as a way of 
establishing Sobolev estimates and Lp bounds. The form of the bound depends 
on the geometry of the group. An intuitive explanation of this is given in [Rob2] 
Chapter 3 in the context of heat kernels associated with second-order strongly 
elliptic operators. "The heat kernel associated with the Laplacian and the group 
R d is O(t-d/2) as t -t 00. This reflects the dissipation of heat. The kernel K t 
corresponds to the probability density in the space R d at time t of an initial point 
source at the origin and the decay properties of K describe the dissipation of 
the heat to infinity. If, however, one considers the same physical problem on a 
compact manifold it is evident that the behaviour must be quite different because 
the heat cannot dissipate away. Alternatively one might expect it to be evenly 
distributed over the manifold and this would correspond to K converging to a 
constant value as t -t 00. This ergodic behaviour can indeed be established for 
compact groups and second-order operators with real coefficients if the constant 
term is zero .... The situation for non-compact G, however, is more complicated. 
The analogy with heat conduction indicates that the kernel should decrease with 
t but the rate of decrease should depend on the available 'volume at infinity'." 
Since the behaviour of Kt as t -t 00 depends on whether the group is compact 
or not, it is impossible to give good estimates for K t which hold for all groups. 
In contrast to the asymptotic behaviour of Kt as t -t 00, the behaviour of Kt 
for small values of t appears to be fairly universal. 
Estimates for heat kernels on Lie groups are modelled on the heat kernel on 
Rd given by 
Kt(x) = (41rt)-d/2e- 1xI2 /4t = CdV(t)-1/2e-lxI2/4t 
where V(t) is the measure of the Euclidean ball of radius t. The singularity of 
order d/2 as t --t 0 and the exponential decay also occur in the Lie group setting. 
I assume in this section that the set X contains left invariant vector fields. 
Let Kt be the heat kernel associated with a suitable operator (unless otherwise 
stated this is the sub-Laplacian 6. determined by X) on G. Since many of the 
estimates involve the volume of G it is convenient to denote the volume with 
respect to left Haar measure of the ball Bt of radius t in G by V(t). Recall that 
V(t) to as t --t 0 and that, if G is a polynomial group, V(t) ~ tD as 
t --t 00. For general Lie groups G the best available estimate on K t is 
(.17) 
for 9 E G and t > O. It is established in [Var15]. An estimate similar to (.17) is 
established by Robinson in [Rob2] for mth order strongly elliptic operators. This 
estimate is 
(.18) 
where d = 8 is the dimension of the group. In this situation Robinson also proves 
that the derivatives of Kt(g) with respect to t and 9 satisfy the bounds 
and 
for 9 E G and t > 0 where Ot = d/ dt and XC< = Xfl Xf2 ... X~k for multi-indicies 
a = (aI, ... ad with n = lal = L:ai· Some mathematicians have broken the set 
(t, g) E R + x G into parts and obtained estimates on the various components. 
Magyar [Mag] obtains estimates on the two subsets 
and {t < al, Igl < C2} which are consistent with (.17). Varopoulos [Var9] estab-
lishes the estimate 
(.19) 
for 0 < t < 00 and Igl bounded. The constant C is independent of t and g. The 
estimate IKt(g)1 ~ crO/ 2 for t small and C independent of 9 occurs in [Rob2] 
and [Var15] while the estimate (.19) is proved in [JeS] for 0 < t < 1 and Igl 
bounded. 
Lower bounds for K t exist and are similar in form to the upper bounds. 
Robinson [Rob2] shows that an mth order strongly elliptic operator gives rise to 
a positive kernel if and only if m = 2 and the form corresponding to the operator 
has real coefficients. Under these circumstances he derives the lower bound 
(.20) 
for 9 E G and t > 0 where a, b, c > 0 and d = 8 is the dimension of G. 
For small values of t Varopoulos [Var15] establishes the analogous estimate for 
sub-Laplacians, i.e., 
(.21) 
for 9 E G and 0 < t < 1. For small values of Igl he establishes [Var9] 
(.22) 
for Igl < 1 and 0 < t < 1 where C is independent of 9 and t. This is equivalent 
to (.21) for small t since V(t) ~ to as t --+ O. 
If attention is restricted to a subclass of Lie groups the above bounds may 
be improved. It appears that in this context polynomial groups are the class to 
which the results known on R d can be extended. The following Lie group estimate 
corresponds to the Rd situation 
(.23) 
For polynomial groups this is equivalent to two further inequalities: 
(.24) 
(.25) 
Estimate (.23) occurs in [Var15] and [Var6] for polynomial groups. Similar 
or partial results are established in other papers by Varopoulos [Var~], [Var5]. 
No estimates of type (.23)-(.25) have appeared with k = 1/4 (as occurs in the 
Gaussian on Rd). However, the estimates given by Varopoulos in the above papers 
are of the form 
where b is a known constant. Therefore, if the constant C is suitably adjusted, k 
may be chosen as close to 1/4 as possible. 
Similar bounds on the spatial and time derivatives of K t have been established 
for polynomial groups. Saloff-Coste [Sal7] establishes the estimate 
(.26) 
for 9 E G and t > 0 where Ot = d/dt. Varopoulos [Var3], [Var15] establishes 
the estimate 
(.27) 
for 9 E G and t > 0 provided 8 < D. I am not aware of the existence of 
bounds on higher spatial derivatives. 
Good lower bounds for K t on polynomial groups also exist. In [Sal7] Saloff-
Coste establishes the bound 
(.28) 
This bound had earlier been proved by Varopoulos [Var6] for 0 < t < l. 
Estimates for polynomial groups apply to nilpotent groups. However, results 
for nilpotent groups are often proved separately using different techniques. Upper 
and lower bounds for Kt of the form (.23) and (.28) appear in [Var9] and [Var15]. 
A partial result can be found in [Var6] . In addition, on nilpotent groups the 
derivative bound (.26) can be improved to 
(.29) 
where xcr = Xcr1",Xcrm for multi-indicies a 
In [J eS] the estimate 
Ixcra~ Kt(g)1 :::; acr;n V(t) -1/2rn-lcrl/2e-blgI2/t 
is established for homogeneous groups. 
m [SaD]. 
Results for unimodular exponential groups are not quite as tidy as those for 
polynomial groups. For 0 < t < 1 the results can be described in the same way; 
i.e. (.23) (or equivalently (.24)) holds [Var3], [Var6] and [Var15] ; (.27) and (.28) 
also hold [Var3]. However , for t ~ 1 the results must be phrased differently. For 
t ~ 1 and for each n, k E IN there is a constant C = C(n, k) > 0 such that 
(.30) 
[Var3], [Var6] and [Var15]. 
The heat kernel exhibits different behaviour on compact groups. In [Mag] 
(for many second-order elliptic operators) and in [Rob2] (for mth order strongly 
elliptic operators) it is shown that IIKt - lall oo -+ 0 as t -+ 00 provided Haar 
measure is normalized. In fact , [Rob2] contains the estimate 
for t > 0 and p E [1 ,00] where, = sup(1/2, 1 - lip) and C, c are positive 
constants . 
Kernels on R d and on complete Riemannian manifolds have been extensively 
studied. I will not attempt to give a complete list of references here. The books 
[Dav2] and [Rob2] provide an historical overview. Upper and lower bounds for 
kernels related to second order operators on Rd may be found in [Nas], [Aro], 
[Dav1], [FaS], [KuS]. Upper and lower bounds for kernels related to the Laplace-
Beltrami operator on complete Riemannian manifolds may be found in [CLY], 
[ChY], [LiY], [Li], [LoR], [Dav1], [Dav3], [Dav4]. 
For compact manifolds estimates of the form 
occur in [San] and [FeS]. Here N > 0 is an arbitrarily large constant and V(x ; t) 
and d(x, y) are the volume and distance on the manifold. 
A common ingredient in proofs of upper and lower bounds on K t is a Harnack 
inequality. A version of this states that for each v, to > 0 there is a C > 0 
such that 
for all t E (0, to]. In addition, if upper and lower bounds on K t have been 
established, a Harnack inequality for K t follows [Sal7], [KuS], [Rob2]. Since the 
Harnack inequality requires positivity of Kt, its use is restricted to second order 
operators. An alternative approach for higher order operators is to use Nash 
inequalities [Rob2]. 
Estimates on Kt may be used to derive estimates on the resolvent kernels R)..;a 
determined by the resolvents (,\ + 6ta . For example, Robinson [Rob2] gives the 
following bounds for mth order strongly elliptic operators 
where the function f a is defined by 
f a Igl-(d-ma) when d > ma 
fa 1 + I log Igll when d > ma 
f a 1 when d < ma 
In some cases the heat kernel may be described explicitly and properties of the 
kernel derived directly. Fegan [Feg] calculates the heat kernel on a compact Lie 
group using classical theta functions . In [GQS], the convolution kernel associated 
with 6 - 1 is written in terms of the Legendre functions and asymptotic results 
for these functions are used to obtain Lp bounds for certain singular integral 
operators. 
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